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I. PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT 

A. BACKGROUND 

1 J hC.R ., . = 

1. Prior to joining Wells Fargo, from June 2001 to August 2009, Ruggieri was first an 
analyst and then a trader at Bank of America Securities LLC. 

Pre-trial Joint Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law ('jFOF'') ~ 10. 

2. Ruggieri was a senior trader of health care stocks in Wells Fargo's trading department 
in New York, from August 2009 to April2011. 

JFOF ,[11. 

3. As a trader, Ruggieri worked in Trading, a different department than Bolan, who 
worked in Wells Fargo's Equity Research department. 

JFOF~ 12. 

4. Ruggieri was not Bolan's supervisor. 

JFOF,-[13. 

5. Wells Fargo terminated Ruggieri in April2011. 

JFOF,-[ 14. 

6. After leaving Wells Fargo, Ruggieri was a trader of health care stocks at International 
Strategy & Investment Group LLC from 2011 through 2014. 

JFOF,-[ 16. 

7. Ruggieri has not been the subject of any securities regulatory proceeding except for this 
case. 

• 

JFOF~17. 

8. There is no allegation of insider trading in this action prior to March 30, 2010. 

JFOF,-[ 18. 
-- . 
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2 Trad· Wells F 
~ 

9. The equity-trading desk made markets in securities. I 

2 Q Now, equity trading specifically, what 
3 did that group at Wells Fargo do? 
4 A The equity trading desk made markets 
5 in securities. 

Barlett Tr. 1136:2-5. 

10. The equity trading desk generated order flow that resulted in generating commissions 
for the firm. 

8 Q Okay. 
9 \'\!hat were the traders' 
10 responsibilities? 
11 A The traders' responsibilities were to 
12 generate order flow that resulted in 
13 generating commissions for the firm. 
14 Q And how did traders typically do that? 
15 A They established markets in their 
16 stocks that our firm would then broadcast to 
17 the institutional buy side community for their 
18 consumption, and then they would interact ·with 
19 us predicated on those markets. 

Barlett Tr. 1138:8-19. 

11. Among his job duties, Ruggieri executed customer transactions and placed trades on 
behalf of Wells Fargo by putting Wells Fargo's money at risk ("in a principal capacity"), 
or in a riskless principal capacity. 

JFOF ~~ 11, 20. 

12. For each customer trade Ruggieri placed, \'Vells Fargo earned a fixed commission. 

JFOF~ 21. 

13. For his trades in a principal capacity, Ruggieri could trade any of the health care stocks 
on his list. 

JFOF~ 23. 

14. During the time period that Ruggieri and Bolan overlapped at Wells Fargo, Wells Fargo 
published approximately 285 equity research reports by Boran. 

JFOF~26. 
···--· 
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15. I The primary source of revenue generated by Ruggieri for Wells Fargo was from 
commissions generated from trading on behalf of Wells Fargo's clients. 

JFOF~ 47. 

16. I Ruggieri's holding of overnight positions did not violate any Wells Fargo policies and 
procedures. 

10 Q But there is nothing inherently 
11 inappropriate or violative that involves any 
12 policy or procedure by l'vir. Ruggieri holding 
13 the number of overnight trades that he did 
14 while working for Wells Fargo? 
15 A No. Holding a position wouldn't be a 

16 violation of any policy. 

Yi. Tr. 845:10-16; 

11 Q And do you -- there are no rules at 
12 Wells Fargo against holding a trade overnight, 
13 are there? 
14 A There are not. 
15 Q And that was something that you 
16 monitored? 
17 A Something I monitored. 

Brown. Tr. 987:11-17. 

17. I Yi and Brown looked at a summary chart of Ruggieri's overnight positions and did not 
see anything unusual. 

14 A I guess I would need sort of--
15 outliers relative to what Joe would normally 
16 do or what other traders would do? I mean are 
17 these -- I would say that normal course of 
18 business, none of these on its face would 
19 cause me alarm. 

Yi. Tr. 869:14-19; 

19 Q But in terms of looking at these 
20 numbers, nothing strikes you here as being 
21 outside the risk? 
22ANo. 
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I I Brown. Tr. 988o19-22;JR-REB 66.' l 
B. THEREWASNOTIP 

1. Ruggieri Did Not Have A Motive to Commit Insider Trading 

18. The trades were for the benefit of Wells Fargo. 

OIP~2. 

19. The profits at issue had less than a 1% impact on Ruggieri's loss ratio. 

5 Q. So in terms of the number, this 
6 $117,000 would represent less than 1 percent of 
7 the gross commission number that you brought in 
8 to Wells Fargo; isn't that right? 
9 A. That's correct. And if my loss ratio 
10 was 10 or 15 percent, I don't remember exactly 
11 what it was, but -- if it was somewhere in that 
12 range, I probably lost-- I don't remember 
13 exactly-- a million and-a-half dollars or 
14 something in P&L, which is around what that 
15 percentage would be. 
16 So this amount was talking about 
17 either, I don't know, a 14 percent loss ratio or 
18 a 15 percent loss ratio. That's basically what 
19 the difference was. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2380:5-19. 

20. Ruggieri was a top performer at Wells Fargo. 

15 Joe was a top performer? 
16 A In my opinion, Joe was a top 
17 performer, yes. 

Brown Tr. at 973:15-17. 

21. Ruggieri doubled the commissions on the Wells Fargo healthcare desk in 2010. 

16 A. Because we doubled the commissions in 
17 healthcare. So they were paying me more than 
18 most, but they-- there was a reason for it. \Ve 
19 generated a lot more commission revenue. 

1 Brief descriptions of exhibits are provided where it is not apparent from the content of the 
proposed finding. With respect to emails and other documents that are not easily summarized, we 
respectfully refer the Court to the Joint Exhibit List and to the document itself. 
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Ruggieri Tr. 2445:16-19. 

22. Ruggieri's 2010 compensation was guaranteed, making him the highest paid trader on 
the trading floor. 

2 Q. In terms of your compensation, you had 
3 a guarantee for 201 0; correct? 
4 A. Correct. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2444:2-4; 

13 Q And how did his pay compare to the pay 
14 of the other traders in your group? 
15 A It was higher. 

Brown Tr. 953:13-15; 

13 Q Did he have a -- besides the 
14 commission plan, did he have any sort of 
15 guaranteed compensation of the type we were 
16 talking about before at any time while he was 
17 there? 
18 A He did. 

19 Q And, first of all, how did that come 
20 about? 
21 A Mr. Ruggieri, as I said, was a 
22 talented trader, was sought after, and was 
23 offered an opportunity by a competitor, and we 
24 chose to match that opportunity and we 
25 guaranteed his compensation for a period of 

1 Bartlett - Direct 
2 time. 

Bartlett Tr. 1162:13-1163:2; 

9 Q About how much did l'vfr. Ruggieri earn 
10 for that guarantee year? 
11 A I think the number was 1.7 million or 
12 1.8, right around that ballpark. 
13 Q And how did his pay compare to the pay 
14 of the other traders in your group? 
15 A It was higher. 

Brown Tr. 953:9-15. 

23. As of June 14, 2010, Ruggieri knew his 2010 salary would be guaranteed. 
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12 Any chance in your mind that Joe as of 
13 June 14th didn't know that he was going to be 
14 guaranteed a salary for 201 0? 
15 A No, I don't think so. 

Brown Tr. 969:12-15. 

24. Brown had "no doubt" that \X' ells Fargo would honor its guarantee. 

12 Q Did you have any doubt that Wells 
13 Fargo would honor the guarantee to Mr. 
14 Ruggieri for 2010? 
15 A No, I didn't have any doubt. 

Brown Tr. 970:12-15. 

25. Wells Fargo's total return on the trades at issue was 2.41%: 

PRXL = 1.196% 

CVD = .8% 

AMRI = 4.95% 

EM= .24% 

ATHN = 6.47% 

BRI<R = 5.01% 

JR-REB-65 (\Veils Fargo's Profit and Loss for Trades in the OIP). 

26. Ruggieri lost over $400,000 on a single trade in Boston Scientific in 2010 and there were 
no repercussions to his compensation or his promotion to Managing Director. 

19 Q. So you lost almost four times the 
20 total profits that were alleged in this action 
21 against you in a single trade; isn't that 
22 correct? 
23 A That's correct, and the worst part of 
24 it, it was December 16th, so it was the end of 
25 the year, you know, for the most part, our year 

2382 

1 RUGGIERI- CROSS 
2 was done, and it -- you know, it had an impact 
3 on the desk. 
4 Q. \V' ere there any repercussions to you 
5 for the Boston Scientific trade? 
6A.No . 

-· 
. 7 Q. Did you still get 2romoted the next 
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27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

8 month? 
9 A. I did. 
10 Q. Did you still get your bonus that you 
11 agreed to? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Tbe $1.8 million total compensation? 
14 A. I did. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2381:19-2382:14. 

Ruggieri never traded any of the stocks at issue in his personal account. 

2 Q. Are there any trades in any of these 
3 securities that you ever made in your UBS 
4 account? 
5 A. No. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2428:2-5. 

Ruggieri's principal trading was a minor part of his trading at Wells Fargo. 

7 But trading those ideas relative to my 
8 day-to-day trading volume and my focus was a 
9 very small part. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2430:7-9. 

Bartlett testified that he had no reason to believe that Ruggieri would wreck his career by 
trading on inside information. 

12 Q You don't have any reason sitting here 
13 today to believe that Mr. Ruggieri would wreck 
14 his career by trading on inside information, 
15 do you? 
16 A I do not. 

BartlettTr. 1192:12-16. 

2. The Court Cannot Draw any Inferences from the Wells Fargo 
Phone Records 

, ) TheC c Infer that Calls I lved R 

Wells Fargo's Trading Desk phone number was 212-214-~201. 

JFOF~ 30. 

212-214-6210 was a Wells Fargo telephone line associated with Ruggieri. 
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JFOF ~ 31. 

32. I Wells Fargo did not locate any telephone records for 212-214-6210. 

JFOF~ 32. 

33. I 212-214-6210 was not a private line, and it rang on the phone turrets of other traders, 
including at least Chip Short. 

2 Q. And did his phone number also ring on 
3 your phone turret? 
4 A It did, yes. 

Short Tr. 3369:2-4; 

12 We tried-- as a general rule, it's a 
13 bad client service to let the phone ring more 
14 than, you know, once or twice, because if a 
15 client is calling or somebody is calling and 
16 wants to put a trade in and that phone is 
17 ringing three or four times, they're calling 
18 somebody else. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2410: 12-18; 

19 Q If the phone is ringing on a personal 
20 number or the 6201 trading desk number, is 
21 there a policy in terms of how long you let a 
22 phone ring before somebody picks up? 
23 A You would pick it up very quickly. 
24 There is no firm policy, but the junior people 
25 would pick up the trading lights quickly. 

Brown Tr. 974:19-25. 

34. I Bolan spoke with someone other than Ruggieri on the 212-214-6210 line at least 41 times. 

JR-REB 67 (Examples of Bolan Calls to 6210 or 6201 when Ruggieri out of office). 

35. I If Ruggieri was on the phone, someone else answered the 6210 line. 

16 Q. And if you're on the phone with a 
17 client and somebody calls you, let's say Mr. 
18 Bolan--
19 A. Right. 
20 Q. What happens? 
21 A. I'm on with a client? 
22 Q. Yes. 
23 A. Typically, somebody else will pick up 
24 6210. Hopefully it will be somebody on the 
25 healthcare team. 
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Ruggieri Tr. 2409:16-25. 

36. I Short covered for Ruggieri when he was away from the trading desk. 

10 Chip Short often covered for you on 
11 the desk? 
12 A. Yes. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2435:10-12;JR-REB 26. 

3 7. I Short spoke to Bolan if Short happened to pick up the phone, if Ruggieri was absent, 
traveling, off the desk in the restroom or on vacation. 

38. 

22 Now, if Greg would call the desk and I 
23 would happen to pick up the phone, I would talk 
24 to him in that way, or I would talk to him in 
25 Joe's absence if Joe were to be traveling or off 

3390 

1 SHORT- DIRECT 
2 the desk in the restroom or on vacation and 
3 something were to happen in this space, of 
4 course he would call the desk and give me the 
5 information on what he thinks could occur that 

6 particular day off whatever catalysts may be 
7 present within his space. 

Short Tr. 3389:22-3390:7; 

9 Q. Did you ever pick up l\1r. Ruggieri's 
10 6210 line? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. And how often did you pick it up? 
13 A. If he was tied up and doing something 
14 else, I would pick it up. If he was on another 
15 line or if he was off the desk. 

ShortTr. 3395:9-15; 

10 Q. Were there occasions when he went to 
11 the bathroom and you picked up the phone? 
12 A. Yes, I'm sure there were. 

Short Tr. 3396:10-12. 

In Ruggieri's absence, Short communicated with Bolan to educate himself about stocks 
Ruggieri covered. 

4 Is it fair to say when Mr. Ruggieri 
5 was away from the desk or out of the office that 
6 you sometimes would have to communicate with Mr. 
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7 Bolan to educate yourself about Joe's stocks? 
8 A. Yes. 

Short Tr. 3427:4-8; JR 67; JR-REB- 229. 

39. In Ruggieri's absence, Short disseminated Bolan's research. 

JR-REB-227; JR-REB-229. 

40. In Ruggieri's absence, Short traded in stocks covered by Bolan. 

JR-REB-228. 

41. It was common for Bruce Mackle to listen in on calls with Bolan. 

4 Q. And did you have any understanding as 
5 to how often Mr. Mackle spoke to and interacted 
6 with Mr. Bolan compared to the other healthcare 
7 analysts? 
8 A. I would say it wasn't as much. 
9 I don't think they had as much of an 
10 interaction in that I just think Greg liked to 
11 go directly to Joe and-- not cut Bruce out of 
12 it from a personal perspective, but just for 
13 Bruce to have to just relay exactly what Greg 
14 was telling him, he just would go -- and then in 
15 the sense of the phone lines being on our lines, 
16 if Bruce picked up Joe's line and listened in on 
17 what he was saying, that was something that was 
18 common. 
19 Q. Wben who was calling? 
20 A. Any analyst, in general. 

Short. Tr. 3393:4-20. 

42. Short also sometimes listened in on analyst calls with Ruggieri. 

21 You know, there would be times where 
22 even names that I traded, the analyst would call 
23 Joe because Joe happened to be talking to a 
24 client who was asking about, say, Tenant 
25 Healthcare, which is a hospital stock that I was 

3394 

1 SHORT- DIRECT 
2 assigned. 
3 So Joe would ask my analyst the 
4 question, and the analyst would call the desk, 
5 and I would get the information just by 
6 listening in what he had to say, but the 

10 



7 question was asked of Joe. 

Short Tr. 3393:21-3394:7. 

43. I Ruggieri sometimes grabbed lunch with traders who he had worked with at Bank of 
America. 

19 Q. You were asked about lunchtime 
20 practices. 
21 Are you familiar with the fact that 
22 Mr. Ruggieri was friends with some of the other 
23 traders on the desk from having worked with them 
24 back at Bank of America? 
25 A. Yes. 

3412 

1 SHORT- CROSS 
2 Q. Did Mr. Ruggieri ever go and 
3 physically grab lunch with Brian Riddel (ph.)? 
4 A. I'm sure he did. I don't recall 
5 specifically. 
6 Q. How about Chris Parker? Would your 
7 answer be the same with respect to Chris Parker, 
8 that you're sure he did? 
9 A. Yeah. I would imagine he did. Yes. 
10 Again, I don't remember specifically, but I 
11 would imagine they went to get lunch. 
12 Q. And would that be the same response, 
13 that you're sure he did, with respect to Gary 
14 Ramando? 
15 A. Yes. 

Short Tr. 3411:19-3412:15. 

44. I When Ruggieri was out of the office or otherwise occupied with something else, it 
wouldn't be unusual for Bolan to speak to one of the others on the desk. 

12 Q How often did you call-- did you have 
13 an understanding of Mr. Bolan calling those 
14 traders as compared to Iv1r. Ruggieri? 
15 A I believe he spoke to IY1r. Ruggieri the 
16 vast amount of the time, but when Mr. Ruggieri 
17 was gone or otherwise occupied with something 
18 else, it wouldn't be unusual for him to speak 
19 to one of the others on the desk. 

Evans Tr. 1252:12-19. 

45. I Bolan spoke with Ruggieri, Short, and Mackie. 

21 Q. \v'ho did you speak ·with on Wells Fargo's 
22 trading desk? 
23 A.~_Ruggieri and Chip-- I can't remember his 
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24 last name, and then Bruce Mackel. 

Bolan Tr. (Div. 110) at 54:21-24. 

46. Bolan spoke with Ruggieri the most, but toward the end of his tenure, Bolan spoke to 
Ruggieri and Mackle equally. 

21 Q. Who did you speak with on Wells Fargo's 
22 trading desk? 
23 A. Joe Ruggieri and Chip-- I can't remember his 
24last name, and then Bruce Mackel. 
25 Q. Did you speak to one of these individuals 

55 
1 more than the other? 
2 A. I spoke to Joe probably towards the end just 
3 as much as I spoke to Bruce, Joe probably the most over 
4 the past couple of years. 

Bolan Tr. (Div. 11 0) at 54:21-55:4. 

47. Bolan spoke with Ruggieri a couple times per week. 

5 Q. How frequently did you communicate with 
6 Ivfr. Ruggieri while you were employed at Wells Fargo? 
7 A. I would probably say at least a couple of 
8 times a week. 

Bolan Tr. (Div. 110) at 56:5-8. 

48. Before leaving his desk, Ruggieri waited for Short to return from lunch, for example. 

JR-REB-84. 

49. Scott Yi, who led the trading compliance investigation testified that, as part of his review, 
his compliance team did not look at the Wells Fargo phone records, because the lines were 
not recorded and there was a general trading line. 

9 Q And how -- was there any division of 
10 responsibility between you and Mr. Friedman? 
11 A Well, Mr. Friedman was responsible for 
12 research compliance, so I think he was more 
13 focused on Greg Bolan's activity, where I was 
14 more focused on Joe Ruggieri's responsibility. 

Yi Tr. 775:9-14; 

7 Q Did you look at any phone records as a 
8 part of your review? 
9 A I didn't. 
10 Q Did anyone on your team? 
11 A No. 
12 Q Any particular reason why not? 
13 A I don't think we were focusing on the 

--~ .. 
14 phone records. None of our phone lines were 
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15 recorded. There was-- I believe there was a 
16 general tracling line, so I don't think we were 
17 thinking of using the information to help us 
18 glean anything in particular. 

Yi Tr. 787:7-18. 

50. I If an email was sent from Ruggieri's blackberry device, it clid not show that, but instead it 
was as though the email was corning from within the network. 

3 Q. And when you get such e-mails, how can 
4 you tell if they're note-mails within Wells 
5 Fargo? 
6 A. I mean, I was answering that question 
7 in the sense like if my mother sent me an 
8 e-mail, I would know -- her address would say --
9 I don't mean to be sarcastic -- I think so many 
10 things nowadays say: "Sent from my iPhone." 
11 I think within the Wells Fargo 
12 network, when he sends something on his 
13 BlackBerry, it was like it was corning from 
14 within the network. 

Short Tr. 3374:3-14. 

b) The Court Cannot Infer that Calls Were Not Business-Related 

51. I \'Vells Fargo encouraged its traders and research analysts to interact on a regular basis to help 
each other understand their industry groups and help work with their buy side clients to 
generate increased commission dollars. 

22 A \'V e encouraged both the traders and the 
23 research analysts to interact on a regular 
24 basis to help each other understand their 
25 industry groups and help work with our buy 

1 Bartlett - Direct 
2 side clients to generate increased commission 
3 dollars. 

Bartlett Tr. 1153:22-1154:3; 

16 Q. Now, traders and analysts should talk 
17 a lot. 
18 Wouldn't you agree with that? 
19A. They should be in consistent clialogue, 
20 yes. 

Wickwire Tr.1468:16-20; DIV 107 (Call your trader emailp' 

52. I Good trader/ analyst clialogue was viewed as a way to capture more commissions. 

8 Again, context is, at this time, with 
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9 commissions dwindling, it was an effort to 
10 really make sure we were in front of clients to 
11 make sure we captured as much commission volume 
12 as we could, and trader/analyst dialogue was 
13 viewed by sales and trading management as 
14 important to that effort. 

Wickwire Tr. 1436:8-14. 

53. I Some traders were better at talking regularly with their corresponding research analyst than 
others; some research analysts were better than others. 

16 Q Now, did all of the traders regularly 
17 talk with their corresponding research 
18 analysts? 
19 A No. 
20 Q Why not? 
21 A Some traders were better at it than 
22 others. Some research analysts were better 
23 than others, some just weren't eguipped to. 

Bartlett Tr. 1155:16-23. 

54. I There was a symbiotic relationship between research and trading. 

24 Q Why was that something that the ftrm 
25 wanted feedback from traders on analvsts and 
1 Bartlett - Direct ~ 

2 from analysts on traders? 
3 A It was related to the fact that we 
4 thought there was a direct correlation to a 
5 symbiotic relationship between research --
6 sales research and trading, and the 
7 penetration of accounts which resulted in 
8 increased votes, which resulted in increased 
9 commission dollars. 

Barlett Tr. 1157:24-1158:9. 

55. I The healthcare trading desk was a team. 

5 Q. Did you view the healthcare desk as 
6 being part of a team? 
7 A. Yes. 

Mackle Tr. 3282:5-7. 

56. I Research and trading worked as a team, as partners in a shared goal. 

15 Q. So it's fair to say that the trading 
16 department and the analyst department worked as 
17 a team; isn't that right? 
18 A. Yeah, I would say yes. 

24 Q. And that's because you would agree 

14 



25 that the trading and research divisions work 

1476 

1 WICKWIRE - CROSS 

2 hand in hand to accomplish the goal of Wells 
3 Fargo, to make money; is that fair? 
4 A. Yes, and I would add that they have 
5 direct access to clients who can give us 
6 feedback. If Todd Wickwire calls, they're not 
7 going to return my call. But if Joe Ruggieri 
8 calls, they'll say: Oh, I talk to Joe every day 
9 and I'm happy to get feedback. 
10 Q. So in that way, the two departments 
11 are working as partners in a shared goal; 
12 wouldn't you agree? 
13 A. Yes. 

Wickwire Tr. 1474:15-18; 1475:24-1476:13. 

57. I Communication with traders is standard practice for analysts. 

22 At or about the time of the calls described 
23 in this chart, did you discuss CVD with Ruggieri? 
24 A. Again, I probably did, but I don't know if it 
25 happened during those calls. Again, it's standard 

133 

1 practice to talk to clients and Joe Ruggieri, who is the 
2 health care trader, about the companies that I followed. 

Bolan Tr. (Div. 110) at 132:22-133:2; 

16 Q \'{!hat did you base that understanding 
17 on? 
18 A It is generally considered good 
19 practice to be in regular touch with the 
20 trader in your sector to understand just the 
21 environment in which-- what is moving stocks 
22 that clay, those kinds of things. 

Evans Tr. 1250:16-22. 

58. I Best practices included blind copying the sales and trading force on analyst communications 
with clients. 

7 Q. In terms of best practices, one of 
8 those best practices was that when an analyst 
9 e-mails a client, that analyst should "bee" the 
10 sales force and the trading force in that 
11 sector? 
12 A. Correct. 
13 Q. And by "bee," blind copy. 

15 



14 A. Blind copy. 

Wickwire Tr. 1474:7-14. 

59. I Ruggieri tried to effect a better communication paradigm between sales and research with all 
analysts, not just Bolan. 

12 So I would say based on the 
13 conversations I was constantly having \Vith 
14 senior management and sales and trading, that 
15 Mr. Ruggieri was someone trying to effect a 
16 better communication of paradigm between sales 
17 and research. 
18 Q. And your understanding was that he was 
19 trying to effect better communication that would 
20 cover not just l'vfr. Bolan, but all of the 
21 analysts in the research department; correct? 
22 A. Correct. 
23 Q. And Mr. Ruggieri was the head of the 
24 trading desk for his sector, and is it also fair 
25 to say that this was one of the things that was 

1479 
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2 near and dear to Mr. Ruggieri's heart while he 
3 worked at \'Vells Fargo, was increasing that 
4 communication between the two divisions? 
5 A. Correct. 

Wickwire Tr. 1478:12-1479:5. 

60. I Analysts can learn from their trader counterpart. 

25 Q. And that, in fact, an analyst can 

1480 
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2learn from their trader counterpart; isn't that 
3 right? 
4 A. In this case, yes. Others, not often. 
5 Q. In this case, you mean you would 
6 expect Mr. Bolan to learn from Mr. Ruggieri; 
7 isn't that right? 
8 A. Yes. 

Wickwire Tr. 1479:25-1480:8. 
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3. There is No Pattern from which the Court May Infer Insider Trading 

a) Three of the Six Trades Do Not Fit the Pattern 
of Insider Trades 

61. I To be profitable, the timing of a trade is critical. 

"The most profitable way to trade in relation to an analyst ratings change would be to buy 
the stock the day before the change and sell it the day after the change. Of course, such a 
strategy would only be possible with advance information about the ratings change 
announcement." 

DIV 177 (Dr. O'Neal Report) at 5; 

11 Q. So the most profitable way to trade is 
12 to buy the day before and to sell it the day of; 
13 right? 
14 A. I mean--
15 Q. I'm not trying to trick you. 
16 A. I think we're saying the same thing. 
17 Q. I just want to make sure we are. 
18 If you hold it another day, that's not 
19 so profitable, doesn't make as much sense? 
20 A. It may be just as profitable, but you 
21 have your capital at risk for another day. 
22 If what you're trying to do -- I mean, 
23 I can't tell you whether it would be up again 
24 that second day. But if you're just trying to 
25 capitalize on the rating change, obviously you 

1928 
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2 buy right before the rating change comes out, 
3 and then wait for the rating change to come out, 
4 the market opens, there's trading going on, you 
5 unload it that day. 

O'Neal Tr. 1927:11-1928:5. 

62. I Instead of purchasing right before the downgrade, Ruggieri held overnight risk in PRXL for 
eight days leading up to the PRXL downgrade. 

JFOF ~~62, 67, 72, 77. 

63. I Instead of purchasing right before the upgrade, Ruggieri held overnight risk in BRKR for 
seven days leading up to the BRKR initiation of coverage. 

JFOF ~~ 149, 152, 156, 162, 167. 

64. I Instead of selling right after the upgrade, Ruggieri held market risk in AivfRI for seven days 
following the AMRI upgrade. 
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I IJFOF~~107-114. -] 

65. 

66. 

67. 

68. 

69. 

---

70. 

b) Ruggieri Didn't Trade in Advance of Half of 
Bolan's Ratin!! Ch 

Between August 2009 and April 2011, Bolan issued 10 ratings changes. Ruggieri did not trade 
in front of 5 of them. 

DIV 133 (\X!ells Fargo's List of Bolan's Published Research). 

' .. ) R · ·Traded in the 0 D" fBolan's R, h 

Between August 2009 and April2011, Ruggieri had a position in advance of the release of a 
Bolan research report on 14 occasions. 

23 Q. With respect to the big ratio that I 
24 understand from your expert report is, on the 
25 one hand, you've got the 14, which represents 

1920 
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2 the number of times Mr. Ruggieri traded in front 
3 of any research report in a one-year period;4 right? 
5 A. Yes. 

O'Neal Tr. 1919:23-1920:5; DIV 177 (O'Neal Expert Report) at 17. 

On September 30, 2010, at the market close, Ruggieri held a 17 ,500-share short position in 
CVD in advance of a research report where Bolan increased his valuation range by more than 
5%. 

JR-REB 4; DIV-REB 66A. 

On February 24,2011, at the market close, Ruggieri held a 66,052-share long position in 
ICLR in advance of a research report where Bolan decreased his estimates by 19%. 

JR-REB 4; DIV-REB 66A. 

On November 29, 2010, at the market close, Ruggieri held a 5,000 share long position in 
PRXL advance of a research report where Bolan decreased his EPS estimates by 8%. 

JR-REB 6; DIV-REB 66A. 

d) Ruggieri Didn't Trade in Advance of the MDRX Initiation of 
CoveraQ"e With an Out-Perform R · 

Ruggieri did not hold any position in I'viDRX ahead of Bol9n's initiation of coverage of 
MDRX with an outperform rating. 

DIV-REB 66;JR-REB 28 
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71. 

72. 

73. 

74. 

75. 

76. 

e) Some Trades Took Place Prior to Supervisor Approval of Request 
Chan.!!e R · 

On July 2, 2010, Ruggieri traded long 35,050 shares of AMRI. All trades were completed as 
of3:42 p.m. 

JR-REB 107. 

On July 2, 2010, at 3:55p.m., Bolan received Pearlstein's "ok" with respect to Bolan's 
"request for a ratings change" for AMRI. 

JR-REB 112. 

Bolan sent requests to his supervisors for all six of the reports at issue. 

JR-112, DIV 32, DIV 48, DIV 54, DIV 64 and DIV 127. 

Bolan believed that he needed to get approval prior to each rating change. 

17 Q. Did Mr. Pearlstein approve your request? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. To upgrade Emdeon? 
20 A. Yes, he did. He had to have. 

Bolan Tr. (Div. 110) at 159:17-20; see also OIP ,1,117, 26, 29 ("After obtaining approval to 
... "), ~ 23 ("After requesting approval to ... ). 

Approval varied and sometimes occurred on the day of publication and other times the week 
before. 

22 Q. And how far before the actual publishing of a 
23 ratings change did you start to develop your thesis that 
24 went into the ratings change? 
25 A. It varies. It could be the day of, it could 

82 

1 be a week prior. 

Bolan Tr. (Div. 110) at 81:22-82:1. 

Ratings changes were reviewed by a supervisory analyst and distributed within thirty minutes 
of receipt. 

21 Q But let's take in 2010 or 2011, 
22 reports that had ratings changes, such reports 
23 typically, you know, what was the turnaround 
24 time between when you would get it and when it 
25 would be distributed? 

569 
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2 A If the market is open and we are 
3 actively releasing research, mv goal would be _ __ 
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77. 

78. 

79. 

4 to have things turned around within 30 
5 minutes. 
6 Q Within 30 minutes? 
7 A Yes. 
8 Q So just to be clear, for things like 
9 ratings changes, when they would come to you, 
10 they wouldn't sit around for days or for weeks 
11 before they were distributed to the public? 
12 A Only if there was some sort of block 
13 from the compliance department or some other 
14 issues that was keeping it from being 
1 5 released. 
16 Q But if there wasn't a block from the 
17 compliance department or some other issue to 
18 prevent its release, the typical turnaround 
19 time was approximately 30 minutes? 
20 A Roughly. And as I said, we would not 
21 release post 4 p.m., market close. 

Madsen Tr. 568:21-569:21. 

f) Moskowitz's Trades Don't Support a Pattern 

Moskowitz did not trade in front of three out of the six research reports at issue: CVD, 
ATHN andBRKR. 

DIV 151. 

Bolan and Moscowitz spoke on June 9, 2010, in advance of the CVD report. 

24 Q. If you could go back to the 9742. 
25 If you look at page-- if you could go 

1827 
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2 to June 9th at 7 p.m. Do you see that call, 
3 6/09, 7 p.m.? 

4 Do you see that? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Is that Mr. Moskowitz's work number? 
7 A. Yes, it says Time \Varner number. 

Walster Tr. 1826:24-1827:7; DIV 145 (folls 9742). 

Bolan and Moskowitz spoke six times, in the days leading up to the February 8 ATHN 
report. 

13 Q. So Mr. Bolan and Mr. Moskowitz had 
14 five different calls between them on the 6th and 
15 the 7th of February, before the upgrade, but Mr. 
16 Bolan didn't trade-- but Mr. Moskowitz did not 
17 trade; is that correct? 
18 A. I agree there are the phone calls 
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19 there, and like I said, it's been a long time 
20 since I've looked at the Moskowitz trading data 
21 to confirm whether or not that's the case, but 
22 it was not included in my exhibit. 

Walster Tr. 1816:13-22; DIV 145 (I'olls 9742). 

g) The Division's Statistical Conclusions are Based on Cherry-Picked 
Data 

(1) Ratings Changes are Not Uniquely Material 

80. I Ratings changes are not always material. 

8 Do you believe that your ratings changes 
9 while you were at Wells Fargo could reasonably be expected 
10 to affect the price of the security in which you are 
11 publishing the ratings change? 
12 A. Theoretically, yes. 
13 Q. What do you mean by "theoretically"? 
14 A. Because ratings are changed all the time by 
15 hundreds of analysts and many times stocks don't move. In 
16 fact, sometimes they go the opposite direction, depending 
17 upon what the market does that day. It is entirely 
18 different than a company issuing some type of information 
19 that would be material in the sense that it has an impact 
20 on their future prospects. 

Bolan Tr. (Div. 11 0) at 173:8-20. 

81. I \V'hether a rating change is more material than other notes depends on the circumstances. 

20 Q And in terms of the various types of 
21 research that were published by Wells Fargo 
22 coming out of your operation in Nashville at 
23 that time, the ratings changes that were 
24 issued, where would you put them in the range 
25 of materiality of the various reports that you 

1 Evans- Direct 

2 issued? 
3 A It can vary widely depending on the 
4 circumstances that prompted the ratings 
5 change, the notoriety of the analyst within 
6 that particular field, whether the ratings 
7 change was proactive or whether it was 
8 reactive. 
9 So there is a variety of things that 
10 can influence that. 
11 Q Right. 
12 I'm comparing it to the other research 

1245 

13 _products that were generated by your gro1:1p, 
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14 such as squawks. 
15 A Generally ratings changes would be 
16 considered more material than other notes. 

Evans. Tr. 1244:20-1245:16; 

2 Q You were interviewed by the SEC with 
3 respect to this matter in March of 2013; isn't 
4 that right? 
5 A Yes. 
6 Q And during that interview, you were 
7 asked if you believed rating change was more 
8 impactful than other research. 
9 Do you remember that? 
lOA Yes. 
11 Q And you responded and you said it may 
12 or it may not be; isn't that right? 
13 A Correct. 
14 Q In fact, you gave an example to the 
15 Division. You said if a company misses a 
16 quarter, stock is subsequently downgraded, the 
17 ratings change is virtually meaningless 
18 because the information is alreadv out there; 
19 isn't that right? ' 
20 A Yes. 
21 Q And those were your words, "virtually 
22 meaningless"; isn't that right? 
23 A Yes. 

Evans Tr. 1281:2-23; 

5 Q. And did you have any understanding as 
6 to whether such ratings reports' materiality was 
7 equal to all the other research that was issued, 
8 or different than? 
9 A. Again, I just feel like that just 
10 depends on the ratings change, several different 
11 factors, whether it's timing, content, if it 
12 changes an analyst's thesis. 
13 An analyst can put out an in-depth 
14 research report about a name and not change its 
15 rating, but could maybe change its price target 
16 and that may have an effect as well. 
17 Sometimes upgrades or downgrades don't 
18 have much of a material impact because they can 
19 be late, or it's just not timely or it's -- it's 
20 maybe a valuation upgrade or downgrade, which is 
21 in terms of like a price, they're just getting 
22 there. 
23 They're rating in line of where the 
24 current valuation of the stock is trading. 
25 There are just so many different upgrades and 
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1 SHORT-DIRECT 
2 downgrades that could occur. 

Short Tr. 3351:5-3352:2. 

82. More than 50% of rating changes are a reaction to company announcement. 

6 Q And what is your sense of what 
7 percentage of the ratings changes are based on 
8 a company just issuing new guidance as opposed 
9 to new information that is obtained by an 
10 analyst? 
11 A By the analyst? That's a good 
12 question. 
13 So one responding to company news --
14 I'd have to go back and look. I would say--
15 I would say, unfortunately, probably more than 
16 50 percent are probably a reaction to a 
17 company announcement. 

Wickwire Tr. 1327:6-17. 

83. Ratings changes provide a long-term perspective. 
I 

3 Q And in a typical year, of the various 
4 research products that are publicly 
5 disseminated by an analyst, approximately what 
6 percentage of those research materials, 
7 whether squawks, notes or reports, have 
8 ratings changes? 
9 A Not initiations, just existing 
10 research that we're publishing? They are not 
11 that frequent. 
12 Again, we're taking a 1 to 18 month 
13 view, and even though there is information in 
14 the market that may change our view near term, 
15 because we are taking a longer view, ratings 
16 changes don't occur all that often. 
17 And I would add that our clients look 
18 unfavorably on analysts that are constantly 
19 changing ratings, because they want that 
20 long-term perspective. 

Wickwire Tr. 1326:3-20. 

84. The market does not always pay attention to analyst reports. 

11 Q And in your interview, the Division 
12 asked you about analyst reports and whether 
13 you thought they were market moving and you 
14 said you thought that the impact of analyst 
15 reports has diminished over time. 
16 What do vou mean by that? 
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17 A I don't recall saying that, but I do 
18 think it is true, so I probably did say it. 
19 I just think that when most analysts 
20 publish something that not all of them have a 
21 following. It is analyst specific. So 
22 sometimes customers don't even pay attention, 
23 the marketplace doesn't pay attention, and the 
24 stock doesn't even move. 

Brown Tr. 990:11-24. 

85. Bolan was not an int1uential analyst in the health care IT sector. 

16 A I don't specifically remember. 
17 Q During that interview with the 
18 Division, you told the Division that Mr. Bolan 
19 was less relevant in the health care IT sector 
20 because there were 20 to 25 analysts already; 
21 isn't that right? 

Evans Tr. 1283:16-21. 

86. Bolan was an "up and comer" in CROs and had an average level of int1uence. 

3 Q Isn't that right? 
4 But you also explained to the Division 
5 that even there, even with respect to CROs, 
6 :t'vfr. Bolan was an up and comer; isn't that 
7 right? 
8 A Correct. 
9 Q And, therefore, had an average level 
10 of int1uence. 
11 You would agree with that, wouldn't 
12 you? 
13 A Yes. 

Evans Tr. 1284:3-13. 

87. Bolan had virtually no int1uence in the life science tools sector. 

14 Q And you also told the Division that 
15 Mr. Bolan was virtually irrelevant in a life 
16 science tool sector; isn't that right? 
17 A Yes. 
18 Q And, again, "virtually irrelevant", 
19 your words, correct? 
20 A Correct. 

Evans Tr. 1284:14-20. 

88. Estimate changes and changes to valuation range as well as ratings changes are material 
changes that must be included in a note. 
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89. 

16 Q. Now, you would agree that a ratings 
17 change cannot be contained in a squawk; is that 
18 right? 
19 A. Correct. 
20 Q. That needs to go into a note? 
21 A. Correct. 
22 Q. And is there other information that 
23 needs to go into a note? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. Can you give us some examples? 

1468 
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2 A. Estimate changes, a change to the 
3 valuation range, any material change to thesis. 
4 It may not affect earnings or rating, but it's 
5 material information that requires some 
6 explanation, elaboration from the analyst. 

Wickwire Tr. at 1467:16-1468:6; 

1477 

4 Q. And you then, next, of course, remind 
5 them that: 
6 "If you are contemplating or are in 
7 the process of changing your rating, valuation 
8 range and/ or estimates, you're required to first 
9 publish a note before you can discuss those 
10 changes \v:ith anyone." 
11 Do you see that? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Why did you include all three of those 
14 categories: Rating changes, valuation range 
15 changes or changes in estimates? 
16 A. Because those are the most material on 
17 the spectrum of materiality, where we want 
18 people to publish. 

Wickwire Tr. 1477:4-18; Div. 107 (Call your trader email). 

A research report changing valuation can be more important or material than a ratings 
change. 

15 Q Because you could have a valuation 
16 change, for example. 
17 Let's take one of the items at issue 
18 here. There is an Emdeon ratings change, and 
19 in that Emdeon ratings change -- let's make it 
20 hypothetical. 
21 In the ratings change, the valuation 
22 is actually decreased by $3 from 19 to 16 
23 because the stock has been hit so hard, and 
24 yet the analyst has upgraded it. 

?~ 
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25 Compare that to, let's say, looking at 
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2 a stock that is already at its highest rating, 
3 but you change your evaluation rate by 20 
4 percent. But you can't upgrade it any more 
5 because it is as high as it can go in terms of 
6 its rating. 
7 So in a situation like that, you can 
8 have a valuation report that is more important 
9 or more material than a ratings change; is 
10 that fair? 
11 A That's possible, yes. 

(Yi Tr. 836:15-837:11). 

90. \Veils Fargo policies define a "material ratings change" to include a "valuation range change", 
and "a full-year EPS FFO per share estimate change of 5 percent." 

DIV 36 at 28; DIV 7 ("You I\fUST publish a note in instances where there is a change in 
rating or a material change to estimates"). 

• 

(2) Dr. O'Neal Failed to Consider all Material Research and 

- --
All Trading by Ruggieri 

91. Dr. O'Neal's report was dependent on the data that he was provided by the Division. 

12 What if one of the trades here, one of 
13 the trades, there was no tip? Wbat if one of 
14 the trades you can't show that there was any 
15 communication between these two guys? Not 
16 possible. Would that affect your analysis? 
17 A. No. My analysis was simply done on 
18 the data that was provided. 
19 I didn't -- I didn't know anything 
20 about potential tips. I was just given: Here 
21 are the alleged trades and here's the data. 

O'Neal Tr. 1934:12-21. 

92. Dr. O'Neal only considered overnight risk. 

Div. 177 (O'Neal Report). 

93. There is not much difference between overnight risk and intraday risk. I 

11 At that time, when you gave testimony, 
12 you were asked your opinion about overnight 
13 trades, and at that time you said that there was 
14 not such difference between overnight risk and 
15 intraday risk in your opinion; is that accurate? 
16 A. That's correct. 
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Short Tr. 3416:11-16. 

94. The content of an analyst report is important: the stronger the justifications provided in the 
report, the larger the market's reaction to the report. 

JR-REB 103 (NBER Paper) at 2 ("As expected, the stronger the justifications provided in the 
report, the larger the market's reaction to the report."). 

95. Dr. O'Neal never read the Bolan research reports at issue and the actual content of the 
reports had no impact on his findings. 

5 Q. When you do your event study of the 
6 reports here at issue, do you actually have to 
7 read the reports to make your analysis that the 
8 rating changes are material? 
9 A. I didn't do that, no. 
10 Q. Okay. So you don't have to read the 
11 reports at all? 
12 A. Well, you have to read the report to 
13 see if there's a ratings change. 
14 Q. But in terms of the why, why an 
15 analyst did what he or she did, what their 
16 reasoning was, what their argument was, you 
17 didn't do that? 
18 A. I scanned through those ratings 
19 changes, but that didn't impact any of the 
20 analysis I did. 

O'Neal Tr. 1931:5-20; 

8 So it would be helpful if you weren't 
9 talking about the average, but if we were 
10 talking about six actual reports, to read the 
11 reports, don't you agree? 
12 A. It wasn't important for my analysis, 
13 no. 

O'Neal Tr. 1958:8-13. 

96. Dr. O'Neal gave no consideration to Bolan's status as an analyst. 

21 Q. So it doesn't have any-- there's no 
22 analysis of who Greg Bolan, the analyst, is in 
23 the market; is that right? 
24 A. That's correct. 
25 Q. So there's no consideration given to 

1932 
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2 the fact that Greg Bolan is not one of the 
3 all-America research team analysts? 
4 A. I didn't consider that at all, no. 

-
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5 Q. And there's no analysis as to whether 
6 Mr. Bolan was just considered an up and comer in 
7 the industry? 
8 A. That did not enter into my analysis, 
9 no. 
10 Q. And there's no analysis that Ivfr. Bolan 
11 works for Wells Fargo, which may not have the 
12 most respected equity analyst desk? 
13 A. That didn't enter into my analysis. 
14 Q. Did you consider whether Mr. Bolan was 
15 rated by Greenwich Survey? 
16 A. No. 

O'Neal Tr. 1931:21-1932:16; 

2 Q. Does it matter who the analyst is? 
3 A. Not in this analysis, no. 
4 Q. So in terms of whether a trader might 
5 think that that was valuable to the market, 
6 would it be a factor in your mind that Mr. Bolan 
7 had never written an entire a single word 
8 about the entire sector that Bruker sits in, the 
9 life sciences sector? 
10 A. That wouldn't affect my analysis, no. 

O'Neal Tr. 1938:2-10. 

97. Dr. O'Neal did not compare the number of days Ruggieri worked at Wells Fargo to the 
number of times he held an overnight position. 

25 Q. Did you also look at how many days Mr. 

1924 
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2 Ruggieri worked at Wells Fargo and compare it to 
3 the number of times he kept an overnight at all? 
4 A. I don't think I did that, no. 

O'Neal Tr. 1923:25-1925:4. 

98. During his tenure at Wells Fargo, Ruggieri's Wells Fargo trading book held overnight 
positions on approximately 325 instances. 

JFOF~ 183. 

99. Dr. O'Neal only analyzed trading in front of ratings changes. 

Div. 213, p. 7 ("Ifi confine the reports to just those invol:ving ratings changes, I would 
expect approximately the same likelihood if it is just a matter of chance."). 

100. Dr. O'Neal did not analyze trading in front of valuation changes or earning estimate changes. 
------ ---·------
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Div. 213, p. 7 (same). 

101. The National Bureau of Economic Research ("NBER") is a reputable source. 

17 Q. Have you ever heard ofThe National 
18 Bureau of Economic Research? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Are they a reputable outfit? 
21 A. Yes. 

O'Neal Tr. 1940:17-21. 

102. The market reacts significantly and positively to changes in recommendation 

levels, earnings forecasts, and price targets. 

JR-REB 103 at Abstract ("This paper investigates the market reaction to the information 
released in security analyst reports. It shows that the market reacts significantly and positively 
to changes in recommendation levels earnings forecasts, and price targets."). 

103. Valuation range changes (or price targets) and changes in estimates are both important to the 
market. 

JR-REB 103 at Abstract (''W'hile changes in price targets and earnings forecasts both provide 
information to the market, revisions in price targets have a larger and more significant impact 
than comparable revisions in earnings forecasts."). 

104. Earnings forecast revisions and recommendation revisions are significantly and positively 
associated with the market's reaction at the time the security analyst report is released. 

JR-REB 103 at at 24 ("Using a database constructed from security analyst reports issued 
between 1997 and 1999, we replicate the findings in prior research that earnings forecast 
revisions and recommendation revisions are significantly and positively associated with the 
market's reaction at the time the security analyst report is released."). 

105. The changes in a firm's price target, earnings forecasts and the strength of a report's 
arguments are all positively correlated with the market's response. 

JR-REB 103 at 3. 

106. Earnings revisions, upgrades, down grades, and valuation changes, have a significant market 
effect. 

12 Q. So the earnings revision has a P value 
13 of 2.27; the upgrade has a P value of 2.24; the 
14 downgrade has a P value of negative 3.09; and 
15 the target rev-ision has a P value of 7 .06. 
16 A. Right. So they're all significant, 
17 yes. 

I 18 Q. They're all significant? 
19 A. Yes. 

O'Neal Tr. 1950:12-19;JR-REB 103, Table 2 at 31-32. 
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107. 

108. 

109. 

110. 

Between March 30, 2010 and March 31, 2011, there were at least 61 significant reports by 
Bolan. 

3 Q. Could we fllter this document --let's 
4 just filter this document by the subject. 
5 We're going to choose the earnings 
6 estimate revised down, the earnings estimate 
7 revised up. \Ve're going to choose the 
8 initiations of coverage. \Ve're going to choose 
9 valuation change -- valuation rate change and 
10 valuation range change at the bottom. 
11 \"XI ould you agree those are the ones 
12 that are covered by this working paper that we 
13 just looked at? 
14 A. Again, I haven't read the working 
15 paper. 
16 Q. Okay. 
17 But would you agree they refer to 
18 earnings estimates and valuation changes? 
19 A. Again, I've seen the abstract and a 
20 table, so I'm hesitant to answer any questions 
21 about anything more in that article than that. 
22 Q. Can we get a grand tally of how many 
23 we have? 
24 A. 61 

O'Neal Tr. 1954:3-24; Div. 101. 

During the time period that Ruggieri and Bolan overlapped at Wells Fargo, Wells Fargo 
published at least 94 equity research reports by Bolan containing at least 106 instances of 
Bolan initiating coverage or changing a rating, valuation range or estimated earnings. 

JR212. 

4. Ruggieri's Trading Activity Was Transparent and There was No Conduct 
Evidencin!! a Cover U 

Ruggieri was surprised to be terminated by Wells Fargo. 

7 Q And now did he say anything to you? 
8 A Yeah, I think -- I recall him being a 
9 little surprised that it reached this end, but 
10 I don't recall much else than that. 

Bartlett Tr. 1183:7-10. 

Bolan and Ruggieri spoke once soon after both left \Vells Fargo and discussed "frustration, 
disappointment in Wells Fargo"; "frustration with how t~~ firm treated [them] at the end". 

24 Q. What did you discuss with Mr. Ruggieri about 
25 your time at Wells Fargo after you left Wells Fargo? 
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1 A. A sense of frustration, dissappointment in 
2 Wells Fargo. That's pretty much it. 
3 Q. Frustration about the events leading up to 
4 your departure from the flrm? 
5 A. Frustration with regard to how the firm 
6 treated us at the end. 
7 Q. Prior to your departure? 
8 A. Correct. 

Bolan Tr. (Div. 110) at 32:24-33:8. 

111. Ruggieri assumed his calls on the trading desk were taped. 

24 Did you think the calls were taped? 
25 A. You know, I assumed -- as a trader, 

2415 

1 RUGGIERI-CROSS 
2 you always assume calls are taped. I didn't 
3 know either way necessarily. I didn't really 
4 think about it until after this, but I know the 
5last firm I was at, the calls were taped, 
6 because I know that we went back and checked a 
7 couple of things with a client before, but it's 
8 not something you regularly talked about or --
9 but as a trader, I would assume that your calls 
10 would be taped and monitored, sure. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2414:24-2415:10. 

112. Ruggieri's belief that the \'\fells Fargo calls were taped was reasonable. 

19 My question to you is: Would it be 
20 reasonable for a trader like Joe to have 
21 thought the calls were taped? 
22 A Yes, he might have thought that. 

Brown Tr. 1074: 19-22. 

113. Bartlett, head of equity sales and trading, could see all of the traders' positions and their 
profit and loss on the order management system. 

23 \'V'hen you said the risk positioning, 
24 what was it that you saw on your screen? 
25 A We had something called an order 

1133 

1 Bartlett - Direct 
2 management system that allowed me to view all 
3 of our traders' positions, their P&Ls, and the 
4 capital committed second by second. 
5 Q And just to be clear, when you say 

L ~~~~-
6 P&L, you mean profit and loss? ___ --~~-
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7 A Profit and loss, yes. I'm sorry. 

Bartlett Tr. 1132:23-1133:7. 

114. Bartlett looked at traders P&L daily because he monitored risk. 

9 Q Did you typically look at the P&L of 
10 traders on your system on your monitor? 
11 A Absolutely. 
12 Q How often? 
13 A Daily. 
14 QAnd why? 
15 A Because I was monitoring the risk the 
16 desk was taking, and I wanted to see who was 
17 performing and who wasn't. 

Bartlett Tr. 1143:9-17. 

115. Brown could see all aspects of Ruggieri's trading at all times. 

13 Q Was there any aspect of Joe's trading 
14 that was hidden from you? 
15 A No. 
16 Q You were able to view all ofJoe's 
17 trades? 
18 A That's correct. 

Brown Tr. 977:13-18. 

116. Short could see Ruggieri's orders and trading positions on his screen. 

2 Q. Now, in that system, since you're on 
3 the healthcare desk, could you look at the 
4 trades that were in Mr. Ruggieri's pad of the 
5 healthcare business? 
6 A. I could see what orders -- I could --
7 as I spoke to earlier, the inventory that we 
8 were assigned, I could drop his inventory into 
9 my screen and see the orders that would come 
10 into him as well and what he was working. I 
11 believe I could see his positions. 
12 I couldn't see his commissions or his 
13 run, his P&L. That was personal to him, but I 
14 could see his orders that he was working and he 
15 could see mine, and I could see his positions, 
16 I'm pretty sure. 
17 Q. When you typically looked at your 
18 computer screen, did you have securities listed 
19 associated with your ID? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. And did you generally also have up 
22 simultaneously securities listed associated with 
23 Mr. Ruggieri's ID? 
24A. Yes. -
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117. 

118. 

119. 

25 Q. And how often did you look at the 

3387 

1 SHORT- DIRECT 
2 securities that were listed under Ivlr. Ruggieri's 
3 ID? 
4 A. It was constant that I kept-- we kept 
5 each other up on our screens, so if one of us 
6 were to step off the desk, or if one of us 
7 needed help, we could jump right in and help the 
8 other one. 
9 Q. But the times that he was not away 
10 from the desk and the times that you both were 
11 at the desk, did you have any need to look at 
12 the securities that were under his ID as opposed 
13 to your ID? 
14 A. I wouldn't necessarily say there was a 
15 need but I could see them constantly. 

Short Tr. 3386:2-3387:15 

5. Wells Fargo's Compliance Investigation Did Not Relate to Insider 
Trading 

a) Bolan Tried to Be Compliant 
-

Bolan asked questions and tried to comply with internal policies. 

19 Is it fair to say that Greg Bolan was 
20 trying to be compliant going fot-ward \Vith 
21 respect to media requests? 
22 A It appears that, yes. 

Madsen Tr. 618:19-22. 

Bolan sought media approval from Hughes. 

JR-REB-74. 

Bolan asked run of the mill questions about how to do things correctly. 

13 Q You field a lot of run-of-the-mill 
14 questions from analysts as part of your job; 
15 isn't that right? 
16 A Yes. 
17 Q And Mr. Bolan's was no different than 
18 any other analyst who asked you 
19 run-of-the-mill type of questions. 
20 Is that fair to say? 
21 A That Bolan asked me run-of-the-mill 
22 questions? Presumably. 

Madsen Tr. 622:13-22. 
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120. Bolan asked questions about rules regarding the underperform rating. 

23 MS. SERPE: If we can put up JR-REB 47. 
24 Q Mr. Madsen, this is an e-mail dated 
25 November 2, 2010 from yourself to l'vfr. Bolan 

623 
1 Madsen - Direct 
2 responding to an e-mail that l'vfr. Bolan sent to 
3 you below. 
4 Do you see this document? 
SA Yes. 
6 Q In this document, in this e-mail, 
7 l'vfr. Bolan was asking you some (}Uestions about 
8 the underperform rating; isn't that right? 
9A Yes. 

Madsen Tr. 622:23-623:9;JR-REB 47. 

121. Bolan asked questions about whether he could own stock that he covered as an analyst. 

14 Q So it is fair to say that l'vfr. Bolan 
15 was attempting to be compliant with the Wells 
16 Fargo policy regarding whether an analyst 
17 could own a stock that he covers? 
18A Yes. 

Madsen Tr. 624:14-18;JR-REB 49. 

122. Bolan sought guidance on the dissemination of a transcript of a conference call that \X! ells 
Fargo hosted with certain experts. 

23 Q Mr. Madsen, this e-mail is- this 
24 document, this exhibit are e-mail chains 
25 between yourself and l'vfr. Bolan in 2010. I'll 

625 

1 Madsen - Direct 
2 have you take a look at page 4 of this e-mail. 
3 The subject line reads "Question for 
4 you", from Mr. Bolan. Mr. Bolan says, "I've 
5 received several questions from company 
6 management teams to get the transcripts from 
7 the JENSME conference calls. Can I send them 
8 the transcripts or is that forbidden?" 
9 Do you see that, Mr. Madsen? 
10 A Yes. 
11 Q And then if you look at page 3, you 
12 have some follow-up questions, and ultimately 
13 you respond and give Mr. Bolan guidance. 
14 Is that fair to say? 
15 A Can I see the rest of the string? 
16 Q Sure. 
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123. 

17 A Yes, that's correct. 
18 Q And is it fair to say that this 
19 Exhibit JRRAB51 is another example of 
20 Mr. Bolan trying to be compliant with Wells 
21 Fargo's internal policies? 
22A Yes. 

Madsen Tr. 624:23-625:22. 

Evans did not receive timely compliance training. 

JR-REB-76 (Email from Hughes to Evans stating "Tim- I am not sure how I missed your 
compliance orientation session."). 

b) Ruggieri's "Protecting You" Email Does Not Evidence Any 
Wrongful Conduct 

124. I Clients sometimes got angry when an analyst issued a ratings change. 

25 And so the analyst could even at times 

1474 

1 WICKWIRE- CROSS 
2 warn a trader: Look, this particular client is 
3 angry about my ratings change, so beware. 
4 Doesn't that happen sometimes? 
5 A. Yes. Or they agree with it and 
6 they're maybe selling, so stay on top. 

Wickwire Tr. 1473:25-1474:6; 

19 Q. So some clients were upset. 
20 You talked this morning about the 
21 "protecting you" e-mail that you had sent as 
22 part of the channel check, which I don't think 
23 we need to bring it up, it's Exhibit 15, and 
24 we've seen it enough times. 
25 And you had said "protecting you" 

2580 

1 RUGGIERI- CROSS 
2 meant simply protecting you from having to deal 
3 on your own with the wrath of angry clients; is 
4 that correct? 
5 A. That's correct. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2579:19-2580:5. 

125. I \Xlben Ruggieri said "protecting you", he meant protectingi3olan from potential negative 
feedback from clients about his research. 

19 Q. So some clients were upset. 
20 You talked this morning about the 
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21 "protecting you" e-mail that you had sent as 
22 part of the channel check, which I don't think 
23 we need to bring it up, it's Exhibit 15, and 
24 we've seen it enough times. 
25 And you had said "protecting you" 

2580 

1 RUGGIERI -CROSS 
2 meant simply protecting you from having to deal 
3 on your own with the wrath of angry clients; is 
4 that correct? 
5 A. That's correct. 
6 Q. Is there anything else you could have 
7 meant in the context of these channel checks? 
8 What conceivably could you have been 
9 protecting him from in terms of trying to hide 
10 his name or his existence on these -- on the 
11 channel check? 
12 A. I don't know. Nothing. 
13 Q. I mean, was there some exposure? Were 
14 you trying to hide the fact that he was 
15 disseminating information? 
16 A. No, definitely not. 
17 Q. It was nocuous, the protecting you, 
18 wasn't it? 
19 A. What do you mean by that? 
20 Q. Harmless. You didn't mean anything by 
21 it. It was nothing more than not having to deal 
22 with the wrath you had to deal with last month, 
23 after the athena upgrade? 
24 A. Correct. 
25 Q. Would you, yourself, disseminate 

2581 

1 RUGGIERI- CROSS 
2 material nonpublic information under your own 
3 name to protect Greg Bolan from doing it? 
4 A. Absolutely not. 
5 Q. \\!hat's the theory? 
6 A. It's ridiculous. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2579:19-2581:6. 
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c) Whether Channel Checks are Material is a Gr~Area 

126. I Wells Fargo's channel check policy was implemented in August 2011, after Ruggieri and 
Bolan had left the firm. 

3 Q Now, as a result of both of these, did 
4 \V'ells Fargo change any of its policies or 
5 procedures? 
6 A Wells Fargo clarified some procedures, 
7 changed some procedures, yes. 
8 Q And you said "clarified". 
9 What did you mean by that? 
10 A \V'e went more granular in the areas of 
11 investment surveys and consultants and channel 
12 checks, that general area. We went more 
13 granular than we normally do and we revised 
14 the e-mail review policy. 
15 MS. KRISHNAMURTHY: Mr. Chan, if you 
16 could put up DIV105 please. 
17 Q Mr. Friedman, have you seen this 
18 before? 
19 A Yes, I have. 
20 Q And what is this? 
21 A This was or is the revised policy and 
22 procedures on research surveys and channel 
23 checks. I shouldn't say it was a revised 
24 policy, I apologize. It was the issue policy. 

Friedman Tr. 387:3-24. 

127. I None of the internal policies or training materials during the time in question specifically 
addressed channel checks. 

Div. 5, 6, 7, 17, 18, 30, 36, 69, 80-A, 98, 108. 

128. I Under the existing internal policies at the time in question, an analyst could disseminate 
information on a "contemporaneous basis" to only those clients who had a perceived 
interest. 

Div. 7 at 2 (Compliance Bulletin) ("All research lvfUST be adequately disseminated on a conten 
basis to all customers who having [sic] a perceived interest in the report."). 

129. I Friedman agreed that clients could participate in certain channel check calls. 

6 Q So it was your testimony then and it 
7 is your testimony now that in certain 
8 circumstances, a client can participate on a 
9 channel check call; is that correct? 
10 A If it met certain circumstances, ves. 
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Friedman Tr. 406:6-10. 

130. Internal policies dictated that clients had to have access to any information that was material 
simultaneously. 

9 Q \v'hy was the process that distribution 
10 went to all clients as opposed to a subgroup 
11 first? 
12 A It was a policy that clients need to 
13 have access to anything that would be deemed 
14 material simultaneously. 

Evans Tr. at 1249:9-14. 

131. It was not clear whether the information that Bolan was sending to clients in his channel 
checks was considered material. 

10 Q And what about that information 
11 concerned vou? 
12 A It was n~t clear to me whether the 
13 material that he was sending to these clients 
14 would have been considered immaterial. 
15 So I was concerned that it might be--
16 it might be some sort of selective 
17 dissemination problem. 
Evans Tr. at 1255:10-17; 

9 Q Now, let's talk about channel checks. 
10 You have testified to that. It wasn't 
11 clear to you at first whether the channel 
12 checks that Mr. Bolan sent out needed, in 
13 fact, to be published research; isn't that 
14 right? 
15 A It was unclear at first, yes. 

Evans Tr. 1295:9-15. 

132. \'Vhether channel check research is material depends on its content. 

16 Q And that's because whether or not 
17 something is material and needs to be 
18 published is a gray area. 
19 Wouldn't you agree? 
20 A Sometimes. 
21 Q And whether a channel check is 
22 material or not depends on the content of it; 
23 isn't that right? 
24 A Correct. 
25 Q And, in fact, you told the Division 

1296 

1 Evans - Cross 
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2 that the channel checks that were t)'1Jically 
3 done by Mr. Bolan were not even meaningful 
4 because they were of private companies; isn't 
5 that right? 
6 A The content of those e-mails - or 
7 excuse me, of the conversations we had with 
8 those companies I thought were questionable 
9 utility, yes. It was I'v1r. Bolan's opinion that 
10 raised my concern. 

Evans Tr. at 1295:16-1296:10. 

133. Evans told the Division that these channel checks were not even meaningful because private 
companies such a small percentage of overall market. The Division did not ask about this in 
his deposition. 

12 But you told the Division that it is 
13 precisely because the private companies are 
14 such a small percentage of the overall market 
15 that you, in your opinion, didn't think that 
16 these channel checks were even meaningful; 
17 isn't that right? 
18 A Correct. 

Evans Tr. at 1296:12-18; 

19 Q And during your sworn deposition 
20 testimony, the Division didn't elicit that 
21 opinion from you; isn't that right? 
22 A Correct. 

Evans Tr. at 1296:19-22. 

134. Evans didn't know whether Bolan had cleared the channel checks through compliance. 

5 \Vhy did you say the words "claims have 
6 been cleared through compliance"? 
7 A. I did not verify that he had spoken to 
8 someone about the issue. 
9 Q Were you skeptical that he hadn't? 
10 A. I simply didn't know. 
Evans Tr. at 1259:5-10. 

135. Evans described himself as a very cautious analyst who tended to take a very strict 
interpretation of rules. 

24 A I tend to take a very strict 
25 interpretation of rules. I tend to be very 

1262 

1 Evans - Direct 
2 cautious. And the gist of this conversation 
3 \,\laS that I felt tpa_!_he was no_D>eing__ 

---·-···········-
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4 cautious, not being careful, and it made me 
5 uncomfortable. 

Evans Tr. at 1261:24-1262:5. 

136. Evans did not have a concern at the time of a client participating on a channel check call, and 
couldn't remember whether the client had been announced or not. 

14 Q And did you participate on the call 
15 with Mr. Sylvester? 
16 A. I believe I was also on the call. 
17 Q And do you recall if lv1r. Gilliam was 
18 announced on the call? 
19 A. I do not recall. 
20 Q Did you have any concern regarding 
21 this activity of Mr. Gilliam participating on 
22 the call or listening in on the call to 
23 Mr. Sylvester? 
24 A Not particularly at that time, no. 
25 Q Why didn't you have a concern? 

1266 

1 Evans- Direct 
2 A It is not unusual for clients to 
3 participate in conversations with company 
management teams. For instance, one might be 
5 at a conference or something with a client, 
6 the company management team walks up, and 
7 you're all having a conversation together. 
8 So it didn't strike me as a potential 
9 violation that this phone call happened. 

Evans Tr. 1265:14-1266:9. 

137. When Evans called Wickwire about his concerns with Bolan, Wick-wire educated him and I 

told him material pieces of research needed to be published. 

24 And when you called Nfr. Wick-wire to 
25 discuss with him your discomfort, it's fair to 

1300 

1 Evans - Cross 
2 say that lvfr. Wickwire educated you about what 
3 research needed to be published; isn't that 
4 right? 
5 A Yes. 

Evans Tr. 1299:24-1300:5; 

10 Q Mr. Wickwire told you, did he not, 
11 that material pieces of research needed to be 
12 published; isn't that right? 
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13 A Yes. 

Evans Tr. 1301:10-13; 

11 Q. "We then discussed the situation 
12 further, and I told Greg that any material piece 
13 of research needs to be put in writing via a 
14 squawk and/ or a note before he can discuss it 
15 with anyone, including both trading and 
16 clients." 

Wichvire Tr. at 1446:11-16. 

138. Wick"Wire believed that Evans knew that Bolan was being investigated for a potential 
compliance violation for previe\-ving research, and that Evans was concerned about his own 
situation. 

17 A. I think he had heard -- in some way 
18 had obtained information as to what was going 
19 on, that Greg was discussing with compliance a 
20 potential preview of research, and Tim indicated 
21 he was very concerned about his own situation 
22 here and expressed that he had not been part of 
23 any of that activity. 

Wickwire Tr. at 1447:17-23. 

139. Deciding whether research is material or not is often a gray area. 

5 Q. And one of the reasons why it's so 
6 complex is because it involves deciding whether 
7 information is material or not? 
8 A. Correct. 
9 Q. And that can often be a gray area, 
10 wouldn't you agree? 
11 A. Yes. 

Wickwire Tr. 1460:5-11. 

140. When Bolan spoke with Wickwire, he was genuine, concerned, apologized and explained that 
he had not contemplated doing a squawk at the time he sent the email regarding the channel 
check because of the nature of the material- channel checks with private companies. 

22 Q. If you see about halfway through, the 
23 sentence begins with: 
24 "He indicated that at the time he 
25 spoke with trading he had not contemplated doing 

1464 

1 WICKWIRE- CROSS 
2 a squawk, given the nature of the material. I 

3 Channel checks with private companies." 

4 That's something that Mr. Bolan 
5 indicated to you; correct? 
6A. Yes. 
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7 Q. And when he said that to you, you 
8 found him to be genuine, didn't you? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. You took him at his word; isn't that 
11 right? 
12 A. I took him at his word and viewed that 
13 as his opinion. 
14 Q. And if you scroll down a few more 
15 sentences, it begins: 
16 "\'{!hen then discussed the situation 
17 further, and I told Greg that any material piece 
18 of research needs to be put in writing via 
19 squawk and/ or note before he can discuss it with 
20 anyone, including both trading and clients." 

21 Is it fair to say that that, again, 
22 was your attempt to explain to l\1r. Bolan the 
23 importance of publishing material information? 
24 A. Correct. 
25 Q. I_f we go down to two sentences later, 

1465 

1 WICKWIRE- CROSS 
2 I believe, beginning with, "I then informed Greg 
3 that compliance would follow-up with him, as 
4 they are reviewing the matter," the next 
5 sentence: 
6 "Greg was very concerned about the 
7 situation and apologized for what occurred." 
8 Is that an accurate description of 
9 your conversation with Mr. Bolan? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. And you took his apology as genuine, 
12 didn't you? 
13A. Yes. 
14 Q. And you took the fact that J\;Ir. Bolan 
15 was very concerned as genuine, didn't you? 
16 A. He was concerned. 

Wickwire Tr. 1463:22-1465:16; Div. 15 at 4. 

141. \'{!ells Fargo's internal policies allowed analysts to communicate short terms views if 
consistent with prior published research. 

Div. 30 at 22 ("Do not communicate short-term views unless they are published"). 

142. The current \'{!ells Fargo policy governing channel checks recognizes that not all material 
collected through channel checks is material, and allows an analyst to selectively disseminate 
that information to select clients. 

Div. 105 at p. 4 ("However, it is understood that not all data and information collected via 
channel checks is either material or useful to a Research Analyst's broad client base. In 
re<:;()nciling this critical distincti()f!, so long as any material information underlving a Research 
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143. 

144. 

145. 

146. 

147. 

Analyst's recommendation is initially presented and disseminated through the standard and 
appropriate publication process, a Research Analyst is permitted to follow-up with clients 
who express a desire to discuss more detailed points stemming from their channel check"). 

~ . d) R . Did Not Viol Wells F Pol· · 

.t\fter Ruggieri's termination, Wells Fargo filed a CRD with the following statement: "Loss of 
confidence due to failure to escalate issues regarding the inappropriate dissemination of 
information." 

DIV 13 (CRD) at 14. 

Ruggieri's CRD Form accurately reflects the reason he was terminated. 

8 Wells Fargo was accurate in its 
9 description of why it terminated Mr. Ruggieri; 
10 is that correct? 
11 A Referencing the written reason on his 
12 US? 
13 Q Yes. 

14 A I would say that that's accurate. 

Yi Tr. 870:8-14; DIV 13 (CRD) at 14. 

Yi and his team found no communications evidencing any tip from Mr. Bolan to l'vir. 
Ruggieri. 

3 Q And you found zero communications that 
4 showed a tip; isn't that correct? 
5 A We found -- we did not find 
6 communications that would indicate that 
7 Mr. Bolan had indicated to Mr. Ruggieri that a 
8 research report was coming. 

Yi Tr. 839:3-8. 

Ruggieri never had a compliance issue prior to his termination. 

6 Q Is that because prior to the events 
7 that led to his termination, Mr. Ruggieri had 
8 had no compliance issues whatsoever? 
9 A That would be correct. 

Yi Tr. 832:6-9. 

Yi reached no conclusion that Ruggieri violated any \\/ells Fargo policies and procedures. 

15 Q And you did not conclude that Mr. 
16 Ruggieri had violated any specific Wells Fargo 
17 policies and procedures, correct? 
18 A. I did not conclude that. 

--- --
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Yi Tr. 831:15-18. 

148. Yi did not conclude that Ruggieri knowingly disseminated research prior to publication. 

19 Q Did you conclude that Mr. Ruggieri 
20 forwarded Mr. Bolan's channel check to clients 
21 knowing that Mr. Bolan intended to later 
22 publish a squawk? 
23 A. I don't believe I found or concluded 
24 that fact. 

Yi Tr. 831:19-24. 

149. Ruggieri never thought Bolan intended to publish his channel check. 

17 And I didn't think there was anything 
18 wrong with that. I had never thought when he 
19 sent me the flrst e-mail he would be publishing 
20 a note later. Never crossed my mind. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2384:17-20; 

19 Q So when you said he saw unpublished 
20 research, you did not mean to imply that IYir. 
21 Ruggieri knew that it was going to be 
22 published later? 
23 A. I did not mean to imply that. 

Yi Tr. 851:19-23. 

150. No one at \'Vells Fargo had ever expressed any concern to Ruggieri about Bolan's channel 
checks. 

3 Q. Had anyone at Wells Fargo ever 
4 expressed any concern that you were aware of 
5 about Mr. Bolan's channel checks? 
6 A. Absolutely not. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2391: 3-6. 

151. Bolan sent information gathered from channel checks to Short and Graichen prior to 
Ruggieri's tenure at Wells Fargo. 

18 Q. Is this an example of information 
19 being sent from Greg Bolan that he received 
20 through a channel check? 
21 A. I would say yes. 
Short Tr. 3422:18-21; JR-Reb 220. 

152. In Ruggieri's absence, Short sent out information Bolan gathered through channel checks to 
clients. 

7 Q. And that would not have been an 
8 unusual practice, to forward information from 
9 channel checks out to clients? 
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10 A. Ifi saw that he had sent it out 
11 already, then I would have thought it's safe to 
12 send out, as well as I would have sent it out in 
13 Joe's absence. 
14 So I would go back and check that day 
15 to see if he was in or out, but if he was in, he 
16 would have sent it out. 

Short Tr. 3425:7-16;JR-Reb 225. 

153. Mackle disseminated Bolan's channel checks to clients. 

22 Q. And did you distribute channel checks 
23 to clients ofWells Fargo? 
24 A. I can't recollect a specific e-mail, 
25 but, yes, I would think that if he sent them to 
3271 
1 MACKLE - CROSS 
2 me, then I would send them out to my 
3 distribution list. 

Mackle Tr. 3270:22-3271:14. 

154. Yi did not agree with Friedman that the instant message in DIV 15 supported Friedman's 
conclusion that Ruggieri and Bolan were coordinating efforts. 

22 Q Now, Mr. Friedman concluded that this 
23 e-mail or IM strongly indicates that Bolan and 

I 24 Ruggieri were coordinating efforts to 
25 distribute Bolan's work, removing Bolan as 

850 I 

1 Yi- Cross 
2 author, and that they both believed that it 
3 would have a positive effect on the market. 
4 Do you feel that it was reasonable to 
5 conclude that Mr. Bolan and Ruggieri were 
6 coordinating efforts based on this IM? 
7 A Based on the IM, I wouldn't have 
8 reached that conclusion. 

(Yi Tr. 849:22-850:8). 

6 Bol dR · · Crediblv Denied a T" . 
155. Bolan did not discuss his thoughts about ratings changes with Ruggieri. Bolan only discussed I 

rating changes with Todd \'{;'ickwire and his associate(s) Eric Hebert and Tim Evans. 
;;: 

2 Q. \'Vhile you were at Wells Fargo, did you 
3 discuss your thoughts about a ratings change with anyone 
4 prior to the publishing of that ratings change? 
5 A. It would only be Todd Wickwire. Yes, Todd 

--- - --·-
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6 \Vid.'Wire, and my associate, of course. 
7 Q. Who was that? 
8 A. Well, at the time it was Tim Evans. During 
9 this date range -- no, it would have been Eric Hebert and 
10 then Tim Evans. 
11 Q. \Xlho is Eric Hebert? 
12 A. He was my first associate at \X/ ells Fargo. 

Bolan Tr. (Div. 110) at 82:2-12; 

22 Q. Have you ever discussed a plan to issue a 
23 ratings change prior to publishing that change with anyone 
24 outside of the research departments in which you were 
25 employed at the time you made the ratings change? 

125 
1 A.No. 

Bolan Tr. (Div. 110) at 124:22-125:1. 

156. Bolan did not know that Ruggieri could engage in proprietary trading for Wells Fargo and 
believed that all banks had shut down their proprietary trading desks. 

23 Q. Are you aware of whether Ruggieri established 
24 end of day short positions in P AREXEL in the ten days 
25 prior to your downgrading the security? 

101 
1 A. No, because-- that's irrelevant because they 
2 don't -- they don't allow prop trading in it. I didn't 
3 think they allowed prop trading at Wells Fargo. 
4 Q. Describe what you mean? 
5 A. It's the proposed vocal rule. Everyone was 
6 shutting down their prop trading desk. We were led to 
7 believe that Wells Fargo did not trade, other than an 
8 agent for a client. 
9 Q. \Xlhat do you mean by "prop trading"? 
10 A. Using the firm's capital. 
11 Q. To trade? 
12 A. To trade. 

Bolan Tr. (Div. 110) at 100:23-101:12. 

157. Bolan did not discuss or signal that he was going to change his rating in PRXL, CVD, AMRI, 
ATHN, or EM with anyone outside of Wells Fargo's rese~ch department. 

8 At or about the time of the calls described 
9 in this chart, did you discuss your plan to downgrade 
10 P AREXEL with Ruggieri? 
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11A.No. 
12 Q. At or about the time of the calls described 
13 in this chart, did you discuss any nonpublic information 
14 about any security with Ruggieri? 
15 A. No. 
16 Q. Do you see that based on the chart contained 
17 in Exhibit 50, Ruggieri established end of day short 
18 positions in PAREXEL shortly before your PAREXEL 
19 downgrade? 
20 A. I do. 
21 Q. Do you have any explanation for why Ruggieri 
22 established the short positions prior to your PAREXEL 
23 downgrade? 
24 A. I do not. 
25 Q. Is there any way that you may have signaled 

108 
1 to him that you plan to downgrade PAREXEL? 
2A.No. 

Bolan Tr. (Div. 110) at 107:8-108:2; 

3 Q. Prior to your publication of the CVD upgrade, 
4 did you discuss the fact that you were bullish on CVD with 
5 Ruggieri? 
6 A. No. Like I said, only consistent with my 
7 market perform rating. 
8 Q. \x;'hich is not a bullish view; correct? 
9 A. Correct. 
10 Q. Prior to your publication of the CVD upgrade, 
11 did you discuss the fact that you expected the price of 
12 CVD to rise? 
13 A. No. 
14 Q. Based on this chart, Ruggieri established a 
15 long position in CVD on the trading date prior to your CVD 
16 upgrade; correct? 
17 A. Correct. 
18 Q. Do you have any explanation for why Ruggieri 
19 established this position? 
20A.No. 
21 Q. Is there any way that you may have signaled 
22 to him that you planned to upgrade CVD? 
23 A. No. 

Bolan Tr. (Div. 110) at 133:3-23; 

8 Q. Did you discuss with anyone outside ofWells 
9 Fargo's research department your plan to upgrade AMRI in 
10 the week prior to the publication of the AMRI upgrade? 
11A.No. 
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Bolan Tr. (DIV 110) at 139:8-11; 

7 Q. Did you discuss with anyone outside of\V"clls 
8 Fargo's research department your plan to upgrade ATHN in 
9 the week prior to the publication of your A THN upgrade? 
10ANo 

Bolan Tr. (DIV 110) at 154:7-10; 

22 Q. Did you discuss with anyone outside of Wells 
23 Fargo's research department your view-- strike that. 
24 Did you discuss with anyone outside of Wells 
25 Fargo's research department your plan to upgrade Emdeon in 
1 the week prior to the publication of your Emdeon upgrade? 
2 A. No, I wouldn't do that. 

Bolan Tr. (Div. 110) at 160:22-161:2; 

24 Q. Is there any way that you may have signaled 
25 to him that you planned to upgrade Emdeon? 

1ANo. 
2 Q. Did you say or do anything that may have led 
3 him to conclude that Wells Fargo was going to upgrade 
4 Emdeon? 
5ANo. 

Bolan Tr. (Div. 110) at 164:24-165:5. 

158. Ruggieri did not receive a tip. 

12 Q. Is it fair to say that although you 
13 may not have remembered exactly why you traded, 
14 that you knew that you hadn't done it because 
15 you'd received a tip; is that correct? 
16A. Yes. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2501:12-16. 

17 Q. Did Mr. Bolan break the cardinal rule 
18 for any analyst in the business and give you a 
19 tip about an upgrade? 

20A. No. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2658:17-20. 

159. Yi and his team found no communications evidencing any tip from Bolan to Ruggieri. 
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3 Q And you found zero communications that 
4 showed a tip; isn't that correct? 
5 A We found -- we did not tlnd 
6 communications that would indicate that 
7 Mr. Bolan had indicated to Mr. Ruggieri that a 
8 research report was coming. 

Yi Tr. 839:3-8. 

160. Evans never witnessed Bolan providing information to Ruggieri about any upcoming analyst 
reports. 

25 You, Mr. Evans, you have never 

1306 

1 Evans - Redirect 
2 witnessed Mr. Bolan providing information to 
3 Mr. Ruggieri about any upcoming analyst 
4 reports; isn't that right? 

5 A Correct. 

Evans Tr. 1305:25-1306:5. 

7. Ruggieri Had A Clear Trading Thesis for Each Trade 

a) Ruggieri Refreshed His Recollection in Preparation for Trial 

161.1 When Ruggieri testified before the Division in June 2013, he had no access to any Wells 
Fargo emails, trading or phone records. 

25 Q. Did you have any access to your Wells 

2499 

1 RUGGIERI- CROSS 
2 Fargo e-mails? 
3A.No. 
4 Q. Did you have any access to your Wells 
5 Fargo IMs? 
6A.No. 
7 Q. Did you have any access to your Wells 
8 Fargo trading records? 
9 A. No. 
10 Q. Did you have any access to anything 
11 concerning your employment at Wells Fargo? 
12A. No. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2498:25-2499:12. 

162. I Between the time Ruggieri left Wells Fargo to the time he was gave his investigative 
testimony, he had made approximately 2 billion trades. 
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15 THE COURT: I have one quick question 
16 and then we could stop. 
17 That chart we were just looking at, 
18 the last thing in it was at some point in 2011, 
19 between then and the time that you gave your 
20 investigative testimony to the SEC, how many 
21 trades had you done at your interim employer, 
22 lSI, between 2011, when you leave Wells Fargo, 
23 and 2013, when you provided your investigative 
24 testimony, approximately how many trades had you 
25 made in that period? 

1 RUGGIERI- CROSS 
2 THE WI1NESS: I mean 
3 THE COURT: Estimate. 
4 THE WI1NESS: I probably did about 5 
5 million shares a day at ISI, so that was a 
6little more than two years. 220 trading days. 
7 Is that right? 450 days times 5 million shares. 
8 That's a lot, 2 billion shares or something. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2502:15-2503:8. 

163. Ruggieri had a clear thesis for each of the trades at issue. 
• 

9 Q. And is it fair to say that you had a 

10 good reason for every one of these trades? 
11 A. Absolutely. 
Ruggieri Tr. 2502:9-11. 

164. A trader develops ideas from a number of sources, including client trading flows, and 
speaking with analysts. 

21 Q. In terms of your overnight trade or 
22 your-- let's call it your principal trading, 
23 where you are developing your own ideas, how do 
24 you develop ideas on the trades that you make? 
25 A. A lot of different ways. 

2421 

1 RUGGIERI- CROSS 
2 Conversations with clients. Flow- I 
3 mean, getting a feel for the stock, knowing 
4 where the supply and demand is, knowing the 
5 stories, knowing the drivers, talking to 
6 clients, talking to analysts, talking to 
7 sometimes my -- Bruce, on the desk, or whoever 
8 it may be. 
9 You know, but generally, just getting 
10 a sense from -- sometimes the Hows can give me 
11 some intelligence into how the stock feels or 
12 what direction it's going to go in. A lot of 
13 different ways. 

so 
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b) PRXL 
165. 

PRXL is a healthcare company in the Contract Research Sector ("CRO"). 

JFOF~48. 

166. 
Ruggieri traded PRXL in a principal capacity approximately 102 days while at Wells Fargo. 

JFOF,j25. 

167. 
On April 7, 2010, Wells Fargo published Bolan's equity research report titled "PRXL 
Downgrading to Market Perform Optimism Running High and Valuation Running Even 
Higher." 

JFOF~81. 

168. Bolan downgraded PRXL because, among other things, the street's expectations were "baked 
into the current share price" and because the strengthening U.S. Dollar would "limit potential 
upside" to PRXL's revenue. 

JR 55. 
169. 

On March 22, 2010, Bolan published a squawk, "CROs: Stronger USD Creates Headwind" 
which noted the following: 

• "The stronger USD hurts the top line growth for CROs." 

• "Our intra quarter analysis inclicates the biggest negative impact for PRXL and 
CVD." 

• "Parexel FY 2010 revenue negatively impacted by $20 million; fiscal year 2010 EPS 
negatively impacted by $0.02." 

. 

JR 14 (Squawk contained in email at 10:37 a.m. at page 1). 
170. 

Ruggieri viewed the information contained in Bolan's squawk as potentially bad news for 
PRXL's share price. 

i 

16 Q. And, in fact, you responded to Mr. 
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17 Hebert and Mr. Bolan that very morning; correct? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. And what did you write? 
20 A. I said, "Do these guys hedge? Does 
21 this account for hedging?" 
22 Q. Again, what exactly were you asking? 
23 A. I was asking, do these numbers, do 
24 these estimates that they put in the note, does 
25 it account for hedging. Do these companies 

2690 
1 RUGGIERI - CONT'D CROSS 
2 hedge their currency exposure to offset the 
3 currency headwind, or do they not, which leaves 
4 them-- there's a term, "naked exposure," 
5 without hedging. They'll have more exposure if 
6 the currency moves against them. 
7 Q. So if they don't hedge, that could be 
8 bad for the stock price? 
9 A. Correct. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2689:16-2690:9; 

23 Q. \Vhat is this telling you about 
24 Parexcl? 
25 A. It says that they did not hedge their 

2691 
1 RUGGIERI- CONT'D CROSS 
2 currency exposure. 
3 Q. So you, as a very experienced trader 
4 in Parexel, read this as potentially bad news 
5 for Parexel's stock price? 
6 A. Could be, yes. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2690:23-2691:6. 

171. 
Brown viewed Ruggieri's question about hedging exposure as an important one. 

7 Q So do you think Joe's question is an 
8 important one? 
9 A I do. I assumed it is because he 
10 asked it. 

Brown Tr. 997:7-9; JR 14. 
172. On March 22- the evening of Bolan's squawk- Ruggieri hosted a Wells Fargo dinner with 
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healthcare dedicated hedge fund clients. Ruggieri reported this to Brown and Bartlett. 

2 Who are the funds that attended? 
3 A. These are all hedge funds, healthcare 
4 dedicated, for the most part dedicated 
5 healthcare hedge funds. 
6 Q. So the funds that he lists in his 
7 e-mail on the 23rd at 7:02, those are all 
8 dedicated healthcare hedge funds? 
9 A. Correct. 
10 Q. What does that mean? 
11 A. That means they specialize in 
12 healthcare, so either their whole firm is 
13 healthcare only, or their odd PM and analyst 
14 team does healthcare only. 
15 Q. Are these funds that buy and sell 
16 these companies? 
17 A. Yes. These are -- hedge funds are 
18 long/ short, so they can buy and short 
19 securities. 
20 Q. \X!hat do you mean by long/ short? 
21 A. It means they can buy stocks long--
22 mutual funds are long only. They can only buy 
23 and sell stocks. 
24 Hedge funds cannot only buy stocks and 
25 sell stocks, but they can short stocks when they 

2694 

1 RUGGIERI - CONT'D CROSS 
12 Q. But the hedge funds, like the ones you i 

13 met with that night, they can also short stocks? 
I 14 A. Yes. 

15 Q. And they can short stocks like 
16 Parexel? 
17 A. Correct. They are typically more 
18 short-term oriented traders. They pay attention 
19 to the data points on a short-term basis, and--
20 while the vanilla mutual funds are much more 
21 long-term oriented. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2693:2-2694:21;JR 17. 

173. 
The attendees of the March 22 \'\fells Fargo dinner were the experts in the sector. 
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25 Q And would it be fair to describe this 

999 
1 Brown - Cross 
2 group as smart money? 
3 A I would describe them as smart money, 
4 yes. 

Brown Tr. 998:25-999:4; 

14 Q And what is smart money? 
15 A It is kind of a loose term in the 
16 industry defined as people who seem to really 
17 have a good handle on it and have a strong 
18 opinion on it and would be experts within that 
19 space, that sector, on where the stock was 
20 going to go. 

Brown Tr. 1028:14-20. 
174. 

On March 22, the experts in the sector communicated to Ruggieri that they were short in 
PRXL's sector, CROs. 

6 Q. So does this mean that most of these 
7 dedicated hedge funds were short in Parexel? 
8 A. It seemed like they were set up short 
9 in the groups. 
10 Q. \'Vhat do you mean by "set up short"? 
11 A. Well, they-- either they were short 
12 or they had a negative kind of sentiment on the 
13 space, so we thought the groups were going to 
14 contract. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2696:6-14; JR 18. 

175. It is reasonable to develop a trading thesis based on what smart investors are doing. 

14 Q. \'Vhat about trading flows? If you're 
15 on the desk, and you see what clients arc doing 
16 in a particular security, is it an important 
17 input for you in developing a thesis? 
18 A. It is-- I mean, it is a-- it is an 
19 important piece. 
20 Q. Explain, please. 
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21 A. I mean, you know, oftentimes there are 
22 flows that are skewed one way or the other. 
23 And if you see, for instance, there 
24 are a number of health care sector-dedicated 
25 hedge funds out there, which many of whom are 

3269 

1 Mi\CKLE - CROSS 
2 regarded as very smart investors. 
3 And so if you see a number of these 
4 very smart health care investors all trading the 
5 same way in a stock, then, yes, it's something 
6 to take note of. 

Mackie Tr. 3268:14-3269:6. 

176. Ruggieri shorted 5,000 shares of PRXL on March 23. 

JFOF ~51. 

177. 
On March 24, Ruggieri learned that PRXL was not a crowded short. 

25 Q Can you tell me what a "crowded short" 
1001 
1 Brown - Cross 
2 is? 
3 A Crowded short is when too many people 
4 have the same short on, and the fear is that 
5 it will go higher and everybody rushes to 
6 cover it at the same time. 

Brown Tr. 1000:25-1001:6. 

18 Q. So short covering can cause stock to 
19 go up? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. And is that what's known as a crowded 
22 short? 
23 A. No. I would say that phenomenon can 
24 happen with stocks that are crowded shorts. 

Mackie Tr. 3283:18-24; 

18 Q On March 24th at 13:42 e.m., Mr. 
----··-·······----
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19 Ruggieri writes "Is Parexcl a crowded short" 
20 to Mr. Bolan, "Deuschler asking. I think not 
21 because guys route long through Ray Jay." 
22 My reading is that Joe says he does 
23 not think Parexel is a crowded short. Is that 
24 your reading? 
25 A That's correct, I would agree. 

Brown Tr. 1001:18-25; JR-20. 
178. I Since it was not a crowded short, PRXL was not likely to go down, and a short position was 

less risky. 

14 Is it reasonable for Iv1r. Ruggieri to 
15 have taken from this e-mail that Parexel is 
16 not a crowded short? 
17 A Yes. 

Brown Tr. 1002:14-17; 

25 Q. One week before Mr. Bolan even seeks 
2697 
1 RUGGIERI - CONT'D CROSS 
2 permission to downgrade the stock. 
3 If we could go to JR 20, this is the 
4 day after you've taken a short position, 5,000 
5 shares, in Parexel; correct? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. And we've seen a lot of this term, but 
8 here it is again. 
9 On Wednesday, March 24th, you ask Mr. 
10 Bolan, "Is P~'CL a crowded short"; right? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. Meaning if it's a crowded short, what? 
13 A. Probably don't want to short it. 
14 Everybody's already there. The stock is 
15 expecting-- there's too many shorts in the 
16 stock and you don't want to be short a-- a 
17 crowded short because it could go higher in your 
18 face. 
19 So I was trying to understand -- the 
20 client was asking. It seemed like given the 
21 flows and the conversations, the clients were 
22 focused on P~XL in this headwind conversation, 
23 and I think that I was testing to see if this 
24 was a crowded short or not. 
25 Q. You were short already yourself? 
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179. 

2698 

1 RUGGIERI- CONT'D CROSS 
2 A. Correct. 
3 Q. And so you wanted to be sure, am I too 
4late to this party? 
5 A. Exactly. 
6 Q. And should I get out? 
7 A. Exactly. 
8 Q. And if Greg Bolan had told you, this 
9 is a crowded short, what would have you done? 
10 A. I probably would have not shorted the 
11 stock any more and gotten out of it. 
12 Q. But Mr. Bolan didn't tell you that 
13 Parexel was a crowded short, did he? 
14 A. Correct. 
15 Q. If we look at the top e-mail, he says: 
16 "Honestly, I've just started hearing 
17 that folks are shorting. For the most part, up 
18 until about a month ago, as greenback continued 
19 to rip"-- that's the U.S. dollar? 
20 A. Correct. 
21 Q. -- "I've really spoken to folks who 
22 are buying or already long." 
23 So in your understanding, is Parexel, 
24 as of March 24th, a crowded short? 
25 A. No. In fact, probably just the 

2699 

1 RUGGIERI - CONT'D CROSS 
2 opposite. 
3 Q. And that day, the 24th, you doubled 
4 your position short in Parexel? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Almost a week, six days before the 
7 analyst, Greg Bolan, even seeks approval; isn't 
8 that correct? 
9 i\. That's right. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2696:25-2699:9; JR 20. 

After learning that PILXL was not a crowded short, Ruggidi doubled his short position to 
10,000 shares. 

JFOF~54. 
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180. 
On March 25, 2010, PIL'CL's share price traded lower and Ruggieri exited his short position. 

JR 56 (PRXL price chart). 

181. 
On March 26, PRXL's share price opened at $23.40 and closed at $23.18. 

JR 56 (PIL'CL price chart). 

182. 
On March 29, PRXL's share price opened at $23.31 and closed at $22.29. 

JR 56 (PRXL price chart). 

183. 
\XIhen a stock price goes lower, a short trade is less attractive. The lowering ofPRXL's share 
price between March 25th and March 30'h made a short trade in PRXL less attractive. 

12 Q. Now, between the 24th and the 30th, 
13 you got flat in Parexel? 
14 A. Yes, I did. 
15 Q. Why? 
16 A. I think the stock traded lower, if I'm 
17 not mistaken, in that time period, from where 
18 the Hrst squawk happened, and the market got 
19 the information about the FX head\v:inds. I 
20 probably made some money in that trade, got to a 
21 level where the buyers were, and I felt like 
22 that was a good place to be flat in the stock. 
23 Q. Why would you want to be flat in the 
24 stock? 
25 A. Because if it was trading in a range 

2704 

1 RUGGIERI - CONT'D CROSS 
2 and got to a level where the demand was, then 
3 there's a chance it could go back up and, you 
4 know, you may have a chance to revisit the short 
5 position if it went back up, but that's all part 
6 of trading the stock. 
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7 Q. So it depends a lot on what the stock 
8 price is doing day to day? 
9 A. Correct. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2703:12-2704:9. 

184. 
Ruggieri's active trading on behalf of clients gave him good visibility into who was trading in 
PRXL and whether thev were long or short. 

10 Q. And on the 29th, when you had, that 
11 day where you sold here 500,000 shares of 
12 Parexel, you had good visibility into who was 
13 doing the trading? 
14A. Yes. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2704:10-14; 

15 \\!hat does this mean? 
16 A. For one thing, it means we had nine, I 
17 think -- nine clients trading the stock, so \Ve 
18 had a lot of people involved. 
19 It also -- I remember Deerfield, I 
20 think, was short the stock and they were 
21 covering. And Fidelity, obviously, is one of 
22 these vanilla long-only funds. 
23 But I think at the time, Wellington 
24 was the number one holder in PRXL, and they were 
25 selling. And I had two hedge funds shorting the 

2706 

1 RUGGIERI - CONT'D CROSS 
2 stock. 
3 So I think throughout most of this 
4 time period I was better for sale in the stock. 
5 Q. What does that mean? 
6 A. It means you have more supply than you 
7 have demand, or you have more sellers than you 
8 have buyers. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2705:15-2706:8;JR 23. 
I 

185. 
On March 29, Ruggieri sent an email to a client, Fidelity, informing it that PRXL was trading 
as low as it had in a few weeks. 
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10 What happened with Fidelity on the 
11 29th? Let's look at JR 25. 
12 You're sending an IM to -- is that a 
13 Bloomberg? 
14A. Yes. 
15 Q. And who's I'v1ike KopHer? 
16 A. l\1ike Kopfler was a trader at Fidelity. 
17 Was this the day I was Hat, by the way, I 
18 think? 
19 Q. You went short again on the 30th. 
20 A. Right. So this was a heads-up. I 
21 think Fidelity may have been a buyer at some 
22 point recently, and probably around that 22, 
23 22-and-a-half level, and the stock had obviously 
24 been trading higher and it had come in in the 
25 last few days. 

2707 

1 RUGGIERI - CONT'D CROSS 
2 Q. The stock had gone down? 
3 A. Yes. And I was given a heads-up to 
4 the Fidelity trader that PR.eXL's at 22 
5 and-a-half. I haven't seen these levels in a 
6 few weeks, meaning it's been higher and it's 
7 getting back to the level where he cared as a 
8 buyer. These are the things you do as a trader 
9 to try to get an order. 
10 He could be focusing on a million 
11 different things, and if you give him a heads-up 
12 that the stock is trading back at a level that 
13 he cares as a buyer, he's going to tell his 
14 portfolio manager that, and he'll look good and 
15 if he gets an order, hopefully we'll get it. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2706:10-2707:15;JR 25. 

186. 
On March 30, before the market opened, Raymond James, a competitor of Wells Fargo, 
upgraded PRXL to a strong buy. 

21 Q. So here we are, it's March 30th. It's 
22 eight days after Bolan's squawk. You've had all 
23 these conversations. You've gone short twice 
24 already, the 23rd and 24th. 
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25 On the 30th, what happens? 

2709 
1 RUGGIEIU - CONT'D CROSS 
2 A. Raymond James, which was a competitor, 
3 upgraded PR.,'CL to strong buy. 
4 Q. Raymond James upgrades PRXL to strong 
5 buy. 
6 And as you say, they're a competitor? 
7 i\. Yes. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2708:21-2709:7;JR 26. 

187. 
Ruggieri concluded that the Raymond James upgrade did not contain any new information 
that would change his thesis and could cause PR.,'CL stock to go up in the short term, 
therefore making a short trade more attractive. 

17 I think that, the key to PRXL at the 
18 time, and part of the reason why people were set 
19 up short, I think it was in a previous document 
20 you showed, was expectations were too high and 
21 people thought that they were going-- the 
22 management was bullish, they were going to beat 
23 numbers, and I think the Street already expected 
24 them to get the numbers. 
25 So this just kind of reiterated the 

2712 

1 RUGGIERI- CONT'D CROSS 
2 thesis that was already out there, so to me, it 
3 wasn't like a transformational fundamental 
4 change. 
5 Q. And what did you think the Raymond 
6 James upgrade represented for you as someone who 
7 was looking to short Parexel? 
8 A. I thought it was a gift. 
9 Q. \\Thy? 
10 A. Because the stock came back in from --
11 Q. W'hat do you mean "the stock came back 
12 in"? 
13 A. The stock had come in from wherever it 
14 was trading, 23, or 24, to 22 and-a-half or so, 
15 and this upgrade was, I think-- if it got the 
16 stock to go back up on this note, then it would 
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17 possibly give an opportunity to revisit the 
18 short thesis. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2711:17-2712:18. 

188. 
At 7:07a.m. on March 30'11

, Ruggieri forwarded the Raymond James upgrade to Bolan. The 
"Importance" level of the email was filled in as "High". 

JR26. 

189. 
At 7:10a.m., Bolan called the 6210 line. 

JFOF~56. 

190. 
All analysts, as part of their constant dialogue \Vi.th trading, had been directed to call their 
trader after any competitor upgrade. 

DIV 107 (page 2, first bullet). 

191. 
At 7:17a.m., on March 30'11

, Ruggieri told a client that he viewed the Raymond James upgrade 
as an opportunity to sell short P~XL stock. 

15 Q. And you said: 
16 "I think people will take advantage of 
17 strength to sell." 
18 What does that mean? 
19 A. I think people will take advantage of 
20 the strength and the stock if it's up on this 
21 upgrade to sell more. 
22 Q. So you were predicting on the 30th 
23 that the upgrade would cause the stock to go up 
24 and that people would sell? 
25 A. Yes. 

R · ·T ·n13·r Y·JR ,.,,., ugg1er1 r. ~ . :>-~:>, .'>.). 

192. 
On March 30, following the upgrade bv Raymond james, as Ruggieri rredicted, PRXL's share 
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price opened up by 3.5%. 

JR 56 (PRXL price chart). 

193. 
On March 30, at 11:20 a.m., Bolan called the 6210 for a call lasting 2 minutes. 

JFOF~57. 
194. 

At the time of the 11:20 call, Bolan was in between client meetings, travelling in Boston. 

JR-REB 111, 111A. 

195. It would have been unusual for Bolan not to have called Ruggieri to update him in this 
circumstance. 

11 Q. Would it be unusual for Mr. Bolan to 
12 call you between meetings to give you an update 
13 on what he was talking about with your clients? 
14 A. Yes, and check in, probably with what 
15 was going on at the desk and we're still active 
16 in the stock. 
17 Q. I said would it be unusual for him to 
18 call, and you're saying it would not be unusual? 
19 In other words, you would expect him to call in 
20 between those meetings? 
21 A. Yes. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2715:11-21. 

196. 
Ruggieri wrote in his midday report that clients have been selling PRXL despite the Raymond 
James upgrade. 

JR29. 

197. 
On March 30, Ruggieri shorted PRXL 5,000 shares./1.ll other calls related to PRXL in DIV 
194 occurred after this trade. 

JFOF ~ 61. 

198. On March 31, in the last 25 minutes of the trading day, Ruggieri purchased 215,000 shares of 
PRXL on behalf of Fidelity. 
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JR 37. 

199. 
Ruggieri's purchase on behalf of Fidelity represented 22% of the total volume in the stock 
that day. 

JR 56 (PRXL price chart). 
200. 

The way the market responded to Ruggieri's purchase on behalf of Fidelity told him that it 
was easy to purchase PR:XL because there was a lot of supply in the stock. 

JR37. 

201. 
When there is a lot of supply in a stock, it means the stock will likely go down. 

5 Q \'Vhat does it mean to say there is a 
6 lot of supply in a stock? 
7 A It means there is a lot of sellers in 
8 the stock, it is probably going to go down. 
9 Q Why is that? 
10 A Because there is more supply than 
11 demand, and it is simple a economics and 
12 equilibrium theory. 

Brown Tr. 981:5-12. 

3 Q. What about trading supply? \X/hat docs 
4 supply of a stock tell you? 
5 A That it's for sale. 
6 Q. What does that mean? 
7 A That there's a lot of-- supply means 
8 that there's a lot of stock out there in the 
9 marketplace, so there aren't enough buyers to 
10 buy up the supply of stock. 
11 Q. And does that sometimes suggest that 
12 the stocks could go down? 
13A. Yes. 

Mackie Tr. 3270:3-13. 

202. 
Ruggieri communicated to Bolan that P~'{L stock was probably going lower. 

~ 
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25 Q. He's not reporting to you. You're 
2724 
1 RUGGIERI CONT'D CROSS 
2 reporting to him? 
3 A. Correct, I think the stock is probably 
4 going lower. 
5 Q. You're telling Mr. Bolan you think the 
6 stock is going lower? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. You think that could have had any 
9 influence on Mr. Bolan's end as to why he 

i 10 downgraded? 
11 A. I don't know. It may have. 

I 

Ruggieri Tr. 2723:25-2724:11. 

203. 
On March 31, Ruggieri doubled his short position in PRXL to 10,550 shares. 

JFOF~ 67. 

204. 
On April S"\ the next trading day, PR.XL shares traded higher and Ruggieri increased his 
short position to 27,550 shares. 

JR 56; JFOF ~72. 

205. On April 5, 2010 at 7:39p.m., Bolan called Ruggieri's cell phone for a call lasting 
approximately 18 minutes. 

JFOF~73. 

206. 
At 7:54, and 7:55, during the call, Bolan sent Ruggieri four emails, each containing contact 
information for San Francisco-based portfolio managers. 

JR 45, 45A, 46, 46A, 47, 47A, 49, 49A. 

207. 
Ruggieri traveled to San Francisco on business four days later. 

24 Q. In fact, on Friday, April 9th, you 
25 went to San Francisco; isn't that correct? 
2728 
1 RUGGIERI- CONT'D CROSS 
2 MR. RYAN: We'll look at Division 
3 Exhibit 145, and the 7591. If we could scroll 
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4 to page 161. 
5 BY MR. RYAN: 
6 Q. Wnile we're waiting, why were you 
7 going to San Francisco? 
8 A. To see clients. 
9 Q. And why would Mr. Bolan be forwarding 
10 you the vCards for San Francisco portfolio 
11 managers? 
12 A. Because we were probably talking about 
13 my trip and I wanted to meet some clients that 
14 he spoke to, and he was giving me contact 
15 information for clients that he had a dialogue 
16 with in San Francisco. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2727:24-2728:16. 

208. 
On April 6'h, before the market opened, Ruggieri reported to his client that the street's 
expectations for P~'CL were too high going into the quarter. 

17 Q. On April 6th -- and this is JR 53 
18 in the middle you write at 5:08a.m., so this is 
19 before the market opens, to Craig Weingart. W'ho 
20 is that? 
21 A. Craig Weingart is the head of the 
22 research sales office in San Francisco, so he 
23 covers a lot of the clients that I would be out 
24 there to see. 
25 Q. And you write to him: "1'\.gree, ICLR, 

2730 

1 RUGGIERI- CONT'D CROSS 
2 PRXL expectations too high going into the 
3 quarter." 
4 W'hat do you mean by that? 
5 A. It means the expectations for both of 
6 those stocks are too high, going into the 
7 quarter. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2729:17-2730:7;JR 53. 

209. 
On April 6, right after the market opened, Ruggieri told a119ther client about the recent 
Fidelity trade, that he had seen other short players in the market, and that he disagreed with 
the recent Raymond James upgrade. 
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8 Q. On JR 54, you respond: 
9 "Feels like it. Have heard ICLR 
10 bookings may be low end of their guidance. 
11 Vanilla has been adding PRXL but have seen 
12 shorts here since 23. Expectations so high. 
13 Probably pricing in another raise and not sure 
14 we get it." 
15 Not sure we get what? 
16 A. The raise, the guidance raise. 
17 Q. So you are telling your client that 
18 you think Parexel is going to be short on the 
19 6th of ApriL 
20 A. Right. 
21 Q. And you're short? 
22 A. Correct. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2732:8-22; JR 54. 

210. 
On April 6, Ruggieri told another client that he did not like PRXL. 

JR 51. 

211. 
On April 6'h, Ruggieri nearly doubled his short position and held a 52,500-share short 
position. He did so because he had a high conviction, and the stock price ofPRXL was as 
high as it had been in months, making a short trade more attractive. 

23 Q. Why did you keep doubling your short 
24 position on this one? 
25 A. I had conviction that through 

2733 

1 RUGGIERI- CONT'D CROSS 
2 everything I was seeing and all the flows, that 
3 the stock was -- it's exactly what I said: 
4 Expectations were too high and it felt like it 
5 was going to go lower. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2732:23-2733:5; 

18 \Vhy did you increase your position 
19 over time? 
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20 A. As I see here with the chart, the 
21 flrst -- I'm trying to think of the chronology 
22 now -- I was short 10,550 shares I think on the 
23 5th. I had increased that to 27.2 I think on 
24 the 5th, and then 52.5 on the Gth. 
25 The stock went from, April 1, 23.58, 

3008 
1 RUGGIERI- RECROSS 
2 to the 5th, 24.68. 
3 I think as you just said, if I liked 
4 the short at 23, I better love the short at 
5 24.68. The stock went up a dollar. And that 
6 would be perfectly reasonable -- reason why I 
7 would increase my short position that day. 
8 The next day I increased to 52.5. The 
9 stock didn't go down. It stayed at that level, 
10 which I felt like was a really attractive level 
11 to be short the stock. 
12 I think that's the highest -- that 5th 
13 and 6th is the highest price this stock-- can 
14 you scroll up, please-- the highest stock I can 
15 see on this table -- keep going, keep going. 
16 It's way, way lower now. 
17 \Ve're now back to September 2009. 
18 Keep going. 
19 That's as far as it goes. 
20 So that's the highest price the stock 
21 was, and as far as this chart goes back. 
22 Q. That's your tenure at Wells Fargo. 
23 A So that's the highest price the stock 
24 was in my tenure at \Vells Fargo. The days I 
25 increased my short position 27.2 and 52.5. 

3009 

1 RUGGIERI RECROSS 
2 So if you like the short because you 
3 think the stock is going to go lower or that 
4 expectations are too high and it reaches the 
5 highest price in my tenure at \V'ells Fargo, I 
6 think, if anything, that gives me more 
7 conviction in my position. 

Ruggieri Tr. 3007:18-3009:7;JFOF ,[ 77;JR 56. 

212. The reasons that Bolan gave for downgrading PILXL were the same concepts that had been 
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213. 

in the market since his March 22 squawk, and the same concepts that Ruggieri had been 
communicating with clients. 

12 Q. Now, if we could look closely at the 
13 first paragraph of Parexel, we saw that your 
14 client, Ms. McMeekin, was saying are 
15 expectations built in, is that what she said? 
16 A. Correct. 
17 Q. And-- so that's public, that's public 
18 discussion with clients on the 6th? 
19 A. Correct. 
20 Q. I\1r. Bolan, two lines down from where 
21 he says, on the fourth line: 
22 "The crux of our downgrade is 
23 predicated on three points." 
24 And under the first point, he says: 
25 "We believe expectations for strong bookings is 

2734 

1 RUGGIERI- CONT'D CROSS 
2 already baked into the current share price." 
3 So you had already been having these 
4 precise discussions initiated by your clients --
5 not by you -- about whether or not the 
6 expectations were built in; correct? 
7 A. Right. 
8 Q. And for number two, he says: 
9 "The strengthening USD" --U.S. 
10 dollar-- "versus the euro and GBP should limit 
11 the potential upside to Parexel's CYl 0 revenue 
12 and EPS guidance." 
13 Is there anything new in that? 
14 A. No. It's similar to the squawk he put 
15 out a couple of weeks prior. 
16 Q. The same public information that I\Ir. 
17 Bolan put out two weeks ago and that you talked 
18 to your clients about; correct? 
19 A. Yes. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2733:12-2734:19. 

On April7, 2010, Ruggieri forwarded the PRXL downgra~ to Brown. 

JR-REB 100. 
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214. 
On April 7, 2010, Short emailed Bolan, "I like the downgrade as well. I think it's a good time 
to do it." 

JR 57. 

215. 
CVD is the ticker symbol for CoYance, a contract research organization (CRO). 

22 And Covance is what kind of company? 
23 A. It's a CRO. 
24 Q. And that's the contract research 
25 organization that you were talking about? 

2606 

1 RUGGIERI- CROSS 
2A. Yes. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2605:22-2606:2. 

216. Ruggieri traded CVD in a principal capacity on approximately 51 days while at Wells Fargo. 

JFOF~26. 
217. In addition to the overnight positions preceding the ratings change at issue, Ruggieri's Wells 

Fargo trading book held an overnight position in CVD stock on approximately 15 trading 
days while he was employed by \'(/ells Fargo. 
JFOF~ 178. 

218. 
On June 15,2010, Mr. Bolan upgraded CVD shares to outperform, raising his valuation 
range to $62-62 from $58-59. He stated: "we believe Covance's historical premium valuation 
is warranted and we feel quite comfortable advising investors to actiYely accumulate shares of 
CVD at these price levels." C\lD closed the previous night at $54.29. 

JR 80, 81 (CVD price chart). 

219. 
On April29, 2010, Bolan issued a squawk for CVD following an earnings call. Bolan noted 
that CVD would be more attractive to buy at a lower price- in the low 50s. CVD had closed 
the previous day at $60.5. 

JR 64; IR 81 (CVD Erice chart) 
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220. 

221. 

222. 

CVD's stock price dropped over the course of the next few weeks and dropped below $50 on 
June 8'h. 

J~~l(CVD price ~hart). 

The $50 threshold for CVD was an important one for Ruggieri, and he wanted to make sure 
the stock would hold at that level. 

19 Q. In fact, the stock hit $50 on 
20 June 8th. 
21 Why did you buy CVD stock when the 
22 stock hit June 8th? After all, Mr. Bolan said, 
23 "low 50s, get interested." 
24 A. Yes. Well, I think there may have 
25 been-- there might be something missing from 

2614 

1 RUGGIERl - CROSS 
2 this chart. 
3 But the stock first got to SO as I 
4 mentioned, I think, yesterday, this was a 
5 crowded short. I'm not sure if the shortage was 
6 as high as ATHN, but there was-- $50 is a big 
7 psychological level that investors had been 
8 focused on, it was a big level, technical level 
9 that I had been watching and looking for and 
10 talked to clients about. 
11 And when the stock got to SO, that was 
12 --you wanted to see if it was going to hold 
13 that SO level, or if the shorts were going to 
14 try to press the stock lower and see if it 
15 dropped lower. 
16 I think there may have been some sort 
17 of check or something around the same time. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2613:19-2614:17. 

On June 9, 2010, CVD stock opened at $50.84. Bolan disseminated a negative channel check 
regarding CVD. 

22 So June 9th, the stock on June 9th 
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23 opened at $50.84, so you're right at that $50 
24 threshold you were discussing. 
25 And Mr. Bolan sends out an e-mail, 

2615 
1 RUGGIERl - CROSS 
2 news from Madison, and this is another one of 
3 his channel checks. 
4A. Yes. 
5 Q. And this looks to be unpublished? 
6 A. It looks -- yes, it looks that way. 
7 Q. And do you know \vhether or not Mr. 
8 Bolan published a later note with this CVD 
9 information? 
10 A. I don't think he did. I don't know 
11 for sure, but I don't think so. 
12 Q. And on balance, did you view this 
13 channel check as being positive or negative? 
14 A. I think on the margin it read 
15 negative. 
16 Q. And where did you get that? 
17 A. Well, just reading it, as we did 
18 yesterday, even in the first paragraph here, 
19 this consultant, or vr of program management 
20 said the man is coming back. This guy is 
21 normally very bullish and doesn't hesitate to 
22 brag about his accomplishments, but he was very 
23 humble and reserved and so ... 
24 Q. In the second paragraph, do you see in 
25 the third line where it says, "You certainly 

2616 

1 RUGGIERI - CROSS 
2 don't sense the same confidence that was 
3 displayed in the past. Sounds like layoffs hit 
4 DA and Madison. Not Chandler (ph.) Don't know 
5 about Europe"? 

6 A. Right. 
7 Q. Do you see that? 
8 A. Yes. Clearly, at the first line, 
9 clearly they aren't swamped with work. So this 
10 kind of read from one of these toxicology 
11 facility checks that things may have slowed down 
12 a little bit, which I think is a reasonable --
13 is a reason to give some pause when the stock 
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14 hit 50 and see if it was going to break 50 or 
15 hold that level. 
16 Q. So as someone who is thinking of--
17 what were you thinking was going to happen to 
18 CVD? 
19 A. Well, I thought this could potentially 
20 make the stock continue to go lower, or break 
21 the stock through 50. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2614:22-2616:21;JR 70. 

223. 
Ruggieri wanted to see whether Bolan's negative channel check might cause CV1Ys stock to 
drop further. 

16 Q. So as someone who is thinking of--
17 what were you thinking was going to happen to 
18CVD? 
19 A. Well, I thought this could potentially 
20 make the stock continue to go lower, or break 
21 the stock through 50. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2616:16-21. 

-
224. 

On June 9, 2010, Ruggieri communicated with Dr:. Shaw, one of the largest shorts of CVD, 
to test his thesis about CVD. 

2 Q. And so why were you IM'ing with her? 
3 A. \V e -- I love Susie -- sorry. 
4 Q. You can't help yourself. 
5 A. She was great. Susie was -- she was a 
6 good client. \'V e spoke about stocks a lot, but J 
7 also know that DE Shaw was one of the largest 
8 shorts in CVD, and this-- I was testing my 
9 thesis here with her to see if I could get it 

10 out of her that she might be-- they might be 
11 looking to cover their short, now that the stock 
12 had gotten to 50, which is a level we've spoken 
13 about before. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2620:2-13; JR 71. 
225. 

' 
In fact, CVD's s~ck stabilized after the channel check. 
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226. 

227. 

25 Q. Did the stock break 50? 

2617 

1 RUGGIERI - CROSS 
2 A. I think it broke 50 briefly. 
3 It may have traded 49 and-a-half or 
4 somewhere in there, but it held 50 and 
5 stabilized and started to go higher. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2616:25-2617:5;JR 81 (CVD price chart). 

On June 10,2010, Rug_s;ieri learned that in spite of Bolan's negative channel check, one of his 
clients, and one of the largest holders of CVD, was increasing its position in CVD. 

23 Q. And he says, "Greg Bolan talked to Cap 
24 World Healthcare, PM, Rich \\iolt~ about his 
25 channel checks. He thinks that they are selling 

2618 

1 RUGGIERI- CROSS 
2 PPDI, if they haven't sold already, and they are 
3 going to add a lot more to their CVD position." 
4 What was the significance of this news 
5 to you? 
6 A. I think that's an important data 
7 point, to say the least. I think they were, if 
8 not the top holder, one of the top holders in 
9CVD. 

Ruggieri Tr. 26l7:23-2618:9;JR 73. 

Ruggieri was focused on the upcoming Goldman Sachs health care conference on June 15 at 
which CVD was scheduled to make a presentation. 

21 There was an event coming up that was 
22 going to be important for CVD at this time? 
23 A. Yes. They were presenting at the 
24 Goldman Sachs healthcare conference the 
25 following Tuesday. 
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2623 

1 RUGGIERI- CROSS 
2 Q. Tuesday, June 15th? 
3 A. June 15th, yes. 
4 Q. \\lhich is the same day as it turns out 
5 as the upgrade; correct? 
6 A. That's right. They were presenting, I 
7 think, at 10:30 in the morning, and there had 
8 been some speculation in the market that they 
9 might tweak their guidance lower, or something, 
10 and people might wait for that to see if the 
11 stock comes in to cover. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2622:21-2623:l1;JR 72, 74. 

228. 
A trader's assessment of what a company is going to present at a conference is a reasonable 
thesis for a trade. 

25 \'\-'hat do you look at to generate 

3267 

1 MACKLE - CROSS 
2 trading ideas? 
3 A. It's a variety of things. 
4 I mean, sometimes it's -- I mean, 

5 oftentimes it's from gathering sentiment from 
6 conversations with clients over a period of 

7 time. If you get the sense that it's heavily 
8 skewed in terms of sentiment one way or the 
9 other, maybe you think to be a contrarian. 
10 You know, you look at potential 
11 catalysts of stocks coming up that may move the 
12 needle. 
13 Q. What do you mean by catalysts coming 
14 up? 
15 A. So there's-- in any company, 
16 particularly companies in the healthcare sector 
17 that may have clinical data, etcetera, there 
18 are often throughout the year any number of what 
19 we call catalysts that can impact the share 
20 price one way or the other, whether it's 
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21 producing clinical data at a scientific meeting, 
22 whether it's management speaking at a healthcare 
23 conference, et cetera, et cetera. 
24 So there's any number of catalysts for 
25 most companies over the course of the year. 

3268 

1 J:vLL\CKLE - CROSS 
2 Q. For example, let's take management 
3 speaking at a healthcare conference. 
4 That would be company management 
5 speaking at an upcoming conference? 
6 A. Correct. 
7 Q. And you might get an idea to place a 
8 trade on that company given your own assessment 
9 of what you think management is going to say? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. And that would be a reasonable thesis 
12 for a trade? 
13 A. Yes. 

Mackie Tr. 3266:25-3268:13. 
229. 

OnJune 14'h, 2010,before the market opened, Bristol Meyers Squibb ("BMY") announced a 
deal with PRXL and ICLR, two other CRO companies. 

JR 78. 

230. 
One of the losers in the BI:vfY announcement was PPDI. 

JR-REB 17. 

231. 
The BMY announcement was an important data point for the CRO sub-sector. 

23 Q. Was that an important data point for 
24 you in terms of your looking at CROs in general, 
25 and CVD in particular? 
2647 
1 RUGGIERI- CONT'D CROSS 
2 A. CROs, yes. 
3 Q. \v'hy? 
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4 A. Because a partnership announcement 
5 like this was particularly positive for PRXL and 
6 ICLR, because those were the two companies that 
7 I think Bristol partnered \Vith, and I think PPDI 
8 was the company that was left out. 
9 And so directly, those were the 
10 companies that were affected. But any time you 
11 have an announcement like this, it can cause a 
12 lot of peripheral movement in the stocks, 
13 especially when stocks move in a direction 
14 against the way investors are positioned and 
15 could force them to act accordingly. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2646:23-2647:15. 

232. 
Following the BJ\1Y announcement, on June 14'h, the share prices for ICLR, PRXL and CVD 
went up 4%, 6.3% and 3% respectively. 

JR 77. 

233. 
On June 14, 2010, Ruggieri purchased 40,000 shares of CVD and held the shares overnight. 

JFOF ~ 89 and 90. 

234. 
In addition to his CVD trade, Ruggieri held overnight short positions in PPDI and PRXL. 

DIVREB 66A. 

235. 
Ruggieri shorted PRXL because he thought the market overreacted and PRXL had gone up 
too high following the B.M'{ announcement, a rationale he shared \Vith his client. 

9 So this was a pretty aggressive move 
10 for Parexel to move 6 and-a-half percent in a 
11 day. And I shorted the stock, likely because it 
12 was-- I felt it was an OYer-reaction. 

R . • . T ?6~?·9 P· JR RFB ?3~ uggterl r. _ ::L. - -,. - ~ ~ ::>. 

236. Ruggieri's trade in CVD was based on his prediction that Cv'D would not lower guidance at 
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the Goldman Sachs investor conference and that the stock would trade higher. 
On June 14,2010, Ruggieri shared this thesis \Vith his clients. 

3 And what happened at the Goldman Sachs 
4 -- Goldman Sachs was having a conference on the 
5 15th? 
6 A. Yes, their health care conference. I 
7 think they were presenting at 10:30. 
8 Q. \V'ho was presenting? 
9A. CVD. 
10 Q. And what were they presenting? 
11 A. They were doing their presentation to 
12 investors. And I think I learned at some point 
13 that day on Monday that they were also doing an 
14 investor dinner Monday night. 
15 And that was important to me because 
16 the investors were focused on the presentation 
17 the next day and whether they would be tweaking 
18 guidance, or lowering guidance, or whatever it 
19 was, and that was a vv·orry. 
20 And the fact that they were doing an 
21 investor dinner the night before the 
22 presentation was pretty telling to me, with a 
23 management team that's typically bullish, I 

24 don't think would be doing an investor dinner 
25 before the presentation if they were going to 

2654 

1 RUGGIERI CONT'D CROSS 
2 have a negative presentation the next day. 
3 So I felt like, people were -- that 
4 was part of the reason the stock was moving 
5 higher. People were recognizing that this was 
6 probably not going to be a negative presentation 
7 and the stock was going to continue to move 
8 higher. 
9 Q. And we saw you predicting yesterday in 
10 the document that that's what was going to 
11 happen, didn't we? 
12A. Yes. 
13 Q. And as it turns out, you were right; 
14 isn't that right? 
15 A. That's right. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2653:3-2654:15; JR 76. 
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237. 
Bolan issued his CVD upgrade the same day as the Goldman Sachs conference. They both 

d } 1-th occurre on une j . 

JR 76; 72. 

238. 
On June 15,2010, CVD stock price opened at $55.48, traded at a high of$55.85, a low of 
$53.85 and closed at $54.59. 

JR 81 (CVD price chart). 

239. 
On June 15,2010, Ruggieri forwarded the CVD upgrade to Brown. 

JR-REB 98. 

240. 
After the market closed on June 15, 2011, Bolan told Ruggieri that he was embarrassed that 
CVD's stock was down even though the market was up. 

JR 82. 

241. 
Having reviewed JR 64, 73, 75, 77, 78, Brown testitl.ed that he would not be "the slightest bit 
surprised" to learn that Ruggieri traded long in CVD on June 14, 2010. 

24 Q And if Mr. Ruggieri purchased CVD on 
25 June 14th and held it overnight, would you be 
1042 
1 Brown - Cross 
2 in the slightest bit surprised? 
3 A No. 
4 Q And would your lack of surprise be 
5 further bolstered by the fact that he was also 
6 long in Parexel the same night and short in 
7 PPD the same night? 
8 A No. 
9 Q It would all be part of a very clear 
10 thesis, wouldn't you agree? 
11 A I would. 

Brown Tr. 1041:24-1042:11. 
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242. 

243. 

244. 

245. 

11 Now, given what I have told you about 
12 and what you have looked at and observed, as 
13 Mr. Ruggieri's supervisor and given all of 
14 your years of experience as a trader, do you 
15 have any question as to whether or not 
16 Mr. Ruggieri had a sound reasonable thesis for 
17 his CVD trade? 
18A I do not. 

Brown Tr. 1044:11-18. 

d) AMRI 

AMRI is the ticker symbol for Albany Molecular, a CRO. 

14 What is Al\IRI? 
15 A. Albany Molecular. It \vas a microcap 
16 pharma services CRO. 
17 Q. Wbat sector-- the sector is 
18 healthcare? 
19 A. Yes. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2506:14-19. 

Ruggieri traded AMRI in a principal capacity on approximately 68 days while at Wells Fargo. 

JFOF ~27. 

On July 6, 2010, Bolan upgraded AMRI shares to outperform, increased his 2010 and 2011 
EPS estimates, while maintaining his valuation range of $7-9 per share. 

JR 95. 

On June 23,2010, Bolan issued a squawk announcing that AMRI had just announced a $10 
million share buyback program. 

yc'' 

JR87. 

-- --------------
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246. 
For AMRI, $10 million represented approximately 1.8 million shares, or 6?1o of all 
outstanding shares. 

JR 87. 

247. 
AMRI's average daily volume in June 2010 was 126,000 shares. 

JR 96 (AMRI price chart). 

248. 
On June 24, 2010 (six trading days before the trade), Bolan informed Brown, Bartlett and 
Ruggieri that AMRI would be utilizing Wells Fargo to execute the share repurchase program 
and that he believed AMRI would exhaust the entire repurchase plan. 

JR 87. 

249. 
Brown reviewed JR 87 where Ruggieri was informed that Al\IRI was using Wells Fargo for its 
share repurchased program, and he was able to deduce that the AMRI ratings change was an 
upgrade. I 

14 Q And if you look at the next page, the 
I 

15 first page of JR87, let's look at the e-mail 
16 from Jerome Peter or Peter Jerome from AMRI 
17 Global to Greg Bolan and Eric .Hebert. 
18 And Mr. Jerome informs Greg Bolan, 
19 "Also wanted to let you guys know that we will 
20 be using your trading desk at NYC to execute 
21 the repurchase program." 
22 And that gets forwarded up to Joe 
23 Ruggieri at the top. "Great stuff. Thanks 
24 Greg." 
25 Do you see that? 
1 Brown - Cross 
2 A Yes. 
3 Q Do you think, do you know one of 
4 the -- one of the research reports at issue in 
5 this case is AMRI. 
6 Sitting here, can you guess whether 
7 AMRI we're talking about an upgrade or a 
8 downgrade? 
9 A I would sav we're talking about an 

·------------·- -- ---
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10 upgrade. 

Brown. Tr. 1010:14-1011:10. 
250. 

On June 24, 2011, Rugt,rieri notified \X-7 ells Fargo's buyback desk of the AMRI's buyback plan 
and asked the desk to keep him informed of when the buyback started. 

11 Q. \V'hy did you want them to let you know 
12 if they saw it? 
13 A. Because that \Vcmld help me know \vhen 
14 the buyback is in the market and there's support 
15 for the stock, and give me a sense of-- that 
16 the stock is probably going to go up, or at 
17 least not go down once the buyback is in the 
18 market. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2516:11-18;JR 89. 

251. This was the one and only time during Ruggieri's tenure that AMRI had used the Wells Fargo 
buyback desk to implement a share repurchase program. 

5 Q. And that was, you testified, because 
6 that was the only time that AMRI announced a 
7 share buyback. 
8 Is that what you said? 
9 A. I don't think it was. 
10 Q. Okay. \X'e can check the transcript, 
11 but I'm pretty sure that's what Mr. Ryan asked 
12 you and that was :your answer. 
13 A. No. I think what I meant by that was 
14 we were controlling the buyback, and that was my 
15 understanding, that the buyback was in the 
16 market, and I think that was the only time that 
17 we had the buyback. 
18 Not saying that's the only time that 
19 AMRI announced a buyback or had a buyback. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2747:5-19. 
252. 

Ruggieri believed the share buyback program \vcmld cause AiviRI shares to rise. 

8 A. Because it trades about a hundred 
9 thousand shares a day, so a company, if you're 
10 buying back stock, is never going to be a 
11 significant part of the volume. I don't know 
12 exactly what the restrictions arc. It might be 
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13 25 percent or something like that, that they 
14 can't buy more than 25 percent of the volume in 
15aday. 
16 So that's going to take, at 100,000 
17 shares a day, it's going to take quite a while 
18 to buy back the stock. In other words, it seems 
19 that they're going to be supporting the stock 
20 for a while. 
21 Q. \\'hat's the significance in terms of 
22 the stock price if AMRI is purchasing the stock 
23 in the market? 
24 A. It should support the stock. There's 
25 -- probably, the stock should go higher 

Ruggieri Tr. 2514:8-25. 
253. 

Ruggieri believed the usc of\\! ells Fargo's buyback desk for the repurchase program would 
allow \\'ells Fargo to sell the stock to customers and also get involved principally. 

13 Q. \'V'hat is the significance of the fact 
14 to you that AMRI is going to be using the Wells 
15 Fargo buyback desk? 
16 A. It's good, because we'll now, when 
17 they're in the market, and hopefully we can get 
18 flow from that and be involved in the stock. 
19 Q. How would you be able to become 
20 involved in the stock when Ai'vfRI is buying the 
21 stock? 
22 A. Well, you could trade it principally, 
23 you can shop a buyer to the Street to try and 
24 capture a seller. There's a few different ways. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2515:13-24. 

254. 
On June 27, 2010, Bohn was hospitalized , and he was likely out of the 
office until}.me 30 or .July 1. 

JR 90. 
')~~ 
~::>.J. 

On July 1 at 6:08p.m., Ruggieri's cell phone records show)hat he placed a 10-minute call to 
his mother. 

DIV 145. 
--
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256. 
At 6:14, Bolan blind-copied Ruggieri on a client email with his ranked view of crowded shorts 
and longs for 6 stocks (none 1\MRI). 

DIV 57. 

257. 
At 6:15, Bolan called Ruggieri's \'Cells Fargo blackberry from his home phone (Ruggieri was 
still on the phone \vith his mother). The Bolan call lasted 39 seconds. 

DIV 220. 
258. 

At 6:16, Ruggieri emailed Bolan "Call you right back." 

DIV 57. 

259. 
At 6:18, Bolan replied, "Cool, call my home." 

DIV 57. 

260. 
There is no record of any phone call between 6:18 p.m. on July 1 and the time Ruggieri 
initiated his AMRJ trade. 

JR-REB 108. 

-
261. 

The 39-second call to Ruggieri's \\'ells Fargo blackberry is the only call from Bolan to any 
number associated with Ruggieri between June 26 and July 6. 

JR-REB 108. 

262. On July 2, 2010, AMRI's closing price was $5.41, and on July 6, 2010, AI\IRI's stock price 
opened at $5.70, traded at a high of $5.70, and a low of $5.38 and closed at $5.40. 

JFOF~ 103. 

263. 
Ruggieri completed his c\MRI trade prior to the time Bolan received an "ok" from his 
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264. 

265. 

supervisor regarding his request for a ratings change. 

FOF ~99;JR-REB 112. 

Ruggieri traded AMRI on July 2, because that was the first day the buyback was in the 
marketplace. 

19 Q. A.nd why did you buy the stock of 1\1\fRI 
20 on July 2nd? 
21 .A. I think-- trom looking at the II\1s, it 
22 looks like that was the first day the buyback 
23 was in the marketplace. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2516:19-23; 

6 Q. So on July 2nd at 12:16, what do you 
7 see? 
8 A. I see a list of stocks I'm marketing 
9 to the Street, and AMRI is one of those stocks. 
10 Q. And what does that tell you? 
11 A. Well, looking at my trading records 
12 and seeing-- I didn't see I had any customer 
13 flow buying the stock, it told me that the 
14 buyback was likely in the market that day. 
15 Q. So that told you on July 2nd that the 
16 AMRI buyback was starring? 
17 A. Right. 
18 Q. And that gave you confidence? 
19 A. Yes. It ga\'e me confidence it was 
20 probably going to be around for a bit and the 
21 risk of the stock going down was very low. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2517:6-21; R-91 

Brown reviewed JR 87, 91,JR-REB 77 and 93 and concluded that when Ruggieri purchased 
AMRI on July 2 1014, he probably traded because of the buyback. 
16 A I think he probably placed it because 

17 of the pending buyback and the t1mvs that he 
18 saw. 

Brown Tr. 1014:16-18. 

---------
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266. 
On July 6, 2010, Ruggieri marketed a buyer of 1\MRI over the day. Over the day is how a 
buyback is usually executed. 

10 Q. This is dated July 6th, the clay ofl'vir. 
11 Bolan's report, the day in \Vb1ch you sold 15,000 
12 shares. 
13 ~'hat are you doing in this IJ\I? 

14 A. Yes, I thought this was pretty-- when 
15 I saw this, it was pretry tdling to me, and 
16 further confirmed that the buyback was there 
17 because -- so I'm marketing a buyer to the 
18 Street. I'm saying AMRI back buyer 35,000 over 
19 -- OTD, means over the day. 
20 And the fact that I said "back buyer" 
21 told me that the buver was there the previous 
22 day. And over the day, just meant that's how 
23 buyback is usually executed, over the day, and 
24 slash ITW, which is "in touch with" a seller at 
25 $6. \'Vbich means there's an indicated seller, 

2533 

1 RUGGIERI CROSS 
2 maybe it was my position, maybe I had a customer 
3 seller at the $6 level. 
4 But it's -- it's -- it's strange, if a 
5 buyer weren't there, I don't think I would be 
6 shopping a buyer because l \Vas already long the 
7 stock. I would be looking to sell the stock or 
8 trim the stock, so I would be more likely to 
9 find a buyer, if I didn't have a buyer to 
10 support the stock and if I was long the stock, 
11 in order to flatten my position, I would need to 
12 sell the stock. 
13 I already had inventory and I could 
14 sell the stock, so if I didn't know there was a 
15 buyer around, I would be looking for a buyer 
16 because I already had inventory. 
17 The fact that I was long the stock and 
18 marketing a buyer -- in other words, looking for 
19 a seller-- that \vas clear to me that I knew the 
20 stock had suppon and there was a buyer around. 
21 Because, otherVv1.se, it wouldn't make sense. If 
22 you're looking for a seller and you caught a 
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23 seller, then that would -- that would make you 
24 even -- the stock could go down, and I was long. 
25 That would put me at more risk and make me lose 

2534 

1 RUGGIERI- CROSS 
2 money. It just didn't make sense. 
3 So this IM confirmed what I had 

4 thought the day before, was that the buyback was 
5 there for support. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2532:10-2534:5;JR 93. 

267. 
Ruggieri held AMRI shares overnight for 6 davs follm;ving Bolan's [ uly 6'h upgrade. 

JFOF ~~ 107, 109, 112. 

268. 
Brown testified that the fact that Ruggieri did not sell out of his entire position was additional 
evidence of a trading thesis based on AMRI's share buyback program. 

16 Q One of the things I didn't tell you 
17 yesterday is that follO\ving the-- it's a 
18 stipulated fact that Mr. Ruggieri purchased 
19 35,050 shares of AMRI prior to the AMRI 
20 upgrade on July 6th. 
21 On July 6th, Mr. Ruggieri only sold 
22 20,000 shares of his 35,000 share position and 
23 retained 15,000 shares of AIVIRI, and this is a 
24 stipulated fact in this case. 
25 Does that fact suggest to you that Jv[r. 

1031 

1 Brown - Cross 
2 Ruggieri was retaining shares because of the 
3 continuation of the buyback? 
4 A Sure. He likely felt the stock \vas 
5 going to go higher. 
6 Q And he continued to hold shares of 
7 AMRI until July 10, four days later. 
8 Does that further support the thesis 
9 that Mr. Ruggieri was trading not because of 
10 an upgrade of AMRI, but because of the share 
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11 buyback? 
12 A Sure, yes. 

Brown Tr. 1030:16-10:31:12. 

269. 
On July 6, 2010, Ruggieri fonvarded Bolan's upgrade of AMRI to Brown. 

7 Q. So you forwarded che research report 
8 to your boss? 
9 A. Yes. 

RuggieriTr. 2519:7-9;JR-REB %. 

270. 
Ruggieri continued to be aware of the buyback program and told Bolan that when it ended, 
AMRI stopped buying back the stock as part of the share repurchase program, and the stock 
price went down. 

-

JR-REB 77. 

271. 
The total profit on Ruggieri's ~AivfRI trade was $9,334. 

JR-REB 65. 

272. 
The profit on the AMRI trade was less than .29°1() of Ruggieri 's loss ratio. 

14 Q. Now, incidentally, do you take any 
15 issue with the accuracy of the 9,334 numbc:r as 
16 far as the profit to \\1ells Fargo? 
17 A. I do, if it's I'm not sure how it's 
18 calculated. That's my only question. If it was 
19 calculated for that first day, or it was for the 
20 full five to six days, considering the stock 
21 went up to close to $6 when 1 sold the balance, 
22 I'm not sure how that's calculated. 
23 Q. The announcement was on July 6th, and 
24 the stock continued to go up on the night-- you 
25 then continued to hold it. That gain should 
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2545 

1 RUGGIERI- CROSS 
2 have been included, shouldn't it? 
3 A. I don't think so. 
4 Q. A.nd just getting back to the loss 
5 ratio themy, that you were trying to increase 
6 or decrease your loss ratio? 
7 i\. Right. 

8 Q. Your loss ratio was approximately 
9 what? 
10 A. I think around 10 percent or so. 
11 Q. This $9,000, do you know what 
12 percentage that this would represent in terms of 
13 your loss ratio, considering that you traded 
14 $12 million in commissions? .29 percent? 
15 A. Yes. I was going to say 1/10 of 
16 1 percent or something. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2544:14-2545:16. 

273. 
Brown testified that Ruggieri probably traded in AIVIRI pursuant to a trading thesis about the 
buyback. 

12 Q Do you think Mr. Ruggieri placed his 
13 AMRI trade the night before because of this 
14 pending upgrade or because of the ,\l\IRI shared 
15 buyback? 
16 .t\ I think he probably placed it because 
17 of the pending buyback and the flows that he 
18 saw. 

Brown Tr. 1014:12-18. 

274. EM is the ticker symbol for Emdeon, a healthcare IT companv. 

17 Q. What sector was Emdeon in? 
18 A. Healthcare IT. 
19 Q. \\Tere you knowledgeable when it came to 
20 that sector? 
21 A. Yes. 
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Ruggieri Tr. 2665:17-20. 

275. 
Ruggieri traded EM in a principal capacity approximately 46 days while at \v'ells Fargo. 

---·---

JFOF~[28. 

276. 
On August 16, 2010, Bolan upgr3ded EM shares ro outperform. ,\t the same time, Bolan 
lowered his 2010 EPS estimate, and he dropped his valuation range 17%. 

JR 105. 
277. 

On August 13, 2()10, a slow trading day, Ruggieri traded less than 1 million shares in total. He 
traded nearly 400,000 shares in a principal capacity. 

9 Q. So tell me, what kind of a day was 

10 that on the trading desk? 
11 A. That is as slow as it gets 

Ruggieri Tr. 2668:9-ll;JR-REB 95 (EM trade chart). 

278. 
Brown encouraged Ruggieri to make principal trades when the market was slow. 

-------

13 Q. What did Matt Brown talk to you, 
14 generally speaking, about slow days like this? 
15 A. Wben it's slow, trade principally, 
16 think about ideas, look at opportunities, 
17 dislocations in the market. 
18 Q. \Xfhat's a dislocation in the market? 
19 A \\'hen the stock is has dislocated, 
20 it's gone pretty extremely against \vhere it was 
21 trading. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2668:13-21. 

279. 
}:;? 

On August 13, Ruggieri bought 10,000 shares of EI\f and held it overnight. 

JFOF~ 122. 
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280. 
Ruggieri made this trade because 12M's share price was down nearly 25% in a week and he 
viewed the price as being inappropriately low. 

2 A. I would say it was probably the most 
3 dislocated stock in my universe that week. 
4 Q. \Vl1y is that? 
5 A. The reported earnings the week before, 
6 I think the 5th or the 6th, the stock was done 
7 20 or 25 percent after earnings, and continued 
8 to be down that week. 
9 And it's typical on a day like this, 
10 as I'm scanning my screens and looking for 
11 outsized moves like that, this one would 
12 certainly show up as an outlier. 
13 Q. And you purchased 10,000 shares? 
14 A. I did. 
15 Q. And how much was this stock trading 
16 at? 
17 A. I think the stock was trading 
18 somewhere around 9 or 10. 
19 Q. So you invested approximately S100,000 
20 in Emdeon? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. Or traded approximately 100,000 in 
23 Emdeon that day? 
24 A. That's right. 
25 Q. And in terms of the grand scheme of 

Ruggieri Tr. 2669:2-2669:24. 

281. 
Brown testified that he viewed the EI'vi trade as an "extremely low" overnight risk. 

18 Q Does that look to you to be a 
19 particularly meaningful overnight risk? 
20A No. 
21 Q In fact, it is extremely low, isn't 

22 it? 
23 A Yes. 
24 Q The Division and their case is 
25 suggesting, has said that Mr. Ruggieri placed 
1049 
1 Brown - Cross 
2 this trade in anticipation of this research 
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3 report. 
4 Given the size of this trade, does 
5 that sound plausible? 
6 MS. KRISHNAMURTHY: Objection, your 
7 Honor. 
8 THE COURT: Overruled. 
9 A I mean the research reports looks 
10 pretty meaningless to me, so --

Brown Tr. 1048:18-1049:10. 

·----------------~--

282. 
Ruggieri fot\varded the EM upgrade to Brown. 

JR-REB 99. 

283. 
On .August 16, the day of the upgrade, Bolan described the EM upgrade as having the 
significance of a _"mouse fart in the wind." 

-

JR 108. 

284. 
No reasonable investor would have traded in anticipation of the Emdeon report. 

16 Q. Would any trader in his right: mind 
17 ever think that a reporr like this would move 
18 the market? 
19 A. No. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2677:16-19. 

285. 
Ruggieri teased Bolan about his upgrade. 

10 Q. And, in fact, you made fun of :tv1r. 
11 Bolan about this ratings change, didn't you? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 MR. RYAN: If we could look at_]R 109. 
14 BY MR. RYAN: 
15 Q. It starts \vith, Mr. Bolan says: "EM 
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16 sucks at 10:51." 
17 And you write: "Ha ha, nice UG, Bro." 
18 \Vbat does that mean, "nice upgrade"? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Why are you making fun of Mr. Bolan's 
21 upgrade? 
22 A. I \Vas just busting his chops. 
23 Q. Did you think it was a meaningful or 
24 important upgrade? 
25 A. No. 

2679 

1 RUGGIERI- CONT'D CROSS 
2 Q. Why not? 

3 A. Because it was a maintenance reactive 
4 upgrade, and the market doesn't seern to really 
5 care about those. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2678:10-2679:5. 

Reactive research was much less valued by \V ells Fargo than proactive research. 

15 THE COURT: I'm sort of interested 
16 docs positive feedback, docs it have -- to what 
17 extent it relates, not just to promotion, but if 
18 there's anything else, and if there's not, I 
19 mean, it's probably not relevant. I'm just 
20 curious. 
21 Tl-IE \vTfNESS: It's very relevant. 
22 Your .Honor, may I--
23 THE COURT: Please. 
24 THE WITNESS: So you can see on page 
25 -- wherever the ranks were, page 5, Greg's sales 
1413 
1 \'v'ICK\\!IRE - CONT'D DIRECT 
2 rank at number 8 and impact rank at number 14, 
3 we produce an annual scorecard at the end of the 
4 year for all the analysts, and they're evaluated 
5 on where they rank \vith sales, what their impact 
6 rank is, how their stock picking has been-- we 
7 use a service that says they-'re a good stock 
8 picker, bad stock picker. 

also look at the volume of research 
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286. 

287. 

288. 

289. 

290. 

291. 

10 they actually publish, and \Ve actually then 
11 dissect that to say hmv much is reacting to news 
12 versus hmv much is proactive, and we obviously 
13 want them a lot more proactive. 
14 If an analyst writes 200 reports a 
15 year and 199 are reactive, that is a low score. 
16 \vc want them to actually be outproducing 
17 research. 

Wicbvire Tr. 1412:15-2413:17. 

f) ATHN 

ATHN is the ticker symbol for Athenahealtb, a healthcare technology company. 

Ruggieri traded ATHN in a principal capaoty approximately 114 days \Vhile at \\'ells Fargo. 

JFOF,]29. 

In addition to the overnight positions preceding the ratings change at issue, Ruggieri's Wells 
Fargo trading book held an overnight position in ATHN stock on approximately 9 trading 
days while he was employed by \Vells Fargo. 

JFOF 1J181. 

On February 8, 2011, Bolan upgraded AlliN shares to outperform, raising his estimates and 
valuation change. He stated that "The impetus for these actions is our belief that ATHN may 
be on the cuso of adding a grmving number of large grouo practices." 

TR 133. 

On January 7, 2011, Bolan issued a report increasing to ATHN's valuation range. 

In it, Bolan stated his thesis: "\Vhile we like athena's unilJUe business model, in which the 
company's financial success is directly correlated ';vith that of its clients, we have limited 
visibility on short-term net ne\v physician additions. Thus we rate the share's market 
perform." 

JR 120. 

More news about adding physician practices \vould mitigate the risk of trading in ATHN. 
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292. 

293. 

22 Q. What does it mean if your near-term 
23 visibility is poor on doc adds, what is it that 
24 you, as someone who trades in the stock, is 
25 looking to learn? 
2554 
1 RUGGIERI- CROSS 

2 A. Well, you would like this-- I'd like 
3 to see some more visibility on doc adds. If you 
4 saw that, that would mitigate the risk. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2253:22-2254:4. 

Mackie testified that the two most important metrics he looked at with regard to:\ THN were 
additions of physician practices and enterprise pipelines. 

17 Q. Is it fair to say that the two most 
18 important metrics that you look at on a 
19 quarterly basis for athena are additions of 
20 doctors and enterprise pipeline? 
21 A. For most quarters, yes, that's true. 
22 Q. Those arc very important mctrics to 

23 look at? 
24 i\. Yes. 

Mackie 3273:17-24. 

On January 11, 2011, Huggieri- ar the request of a client- asked Bolan for the "most 
crowded longs and shorts into this quarter." Bolan listed z\ THN as the most crowded short. 

lR-REB 2. 

In contrast to PILXL, \Vhich Bolan reported was 1101 a crowded short, the implications for 
ATHN as the most crowded short was that the stock would likely go up. 

23 Q And do you see that ATHN or ,\thena is 
24listed as the most crowded short in the space? 
25 A Yes. 

1065 

1 Brown - Cross 
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294. 

2 Q And what does thar suggest to you 
3 about Athena's future performance? 
4 A I think it ~uggests tlut Creg is 
5 concerned that the stock could go higher 
6 because too many people arc short. 

Brown Tr. 1064:23-1 1)6:):6. 

On January 18, 2011, Ruggieri \\TOte to Mackle that he would not be short on ATHN 
because the company had several physician practice deals in the pipeline. 

7 Q. \'i/hv are vou senclinQ: an e-mail to Bruce 
.I " .__.. 

8 Mackie? 
9 A. I don't know if we were both on the 
10 phone or what the deal was, but it looks like a 
11 conversation that we had. 
12 Q. \vhat do you say and what does he say? 
13 This is January 18th at 1:40 p.m. 
14 A. Yes. It sounds like, I'm saying, 
15 "athena management sounds bullecl up, enterprise 
16 position practice deais in pipeline, 52 versus 2 
17 last year." 
18 It seems consistent with the Piper 
19 note as well. Those numbers that vvere in the 
20 Piper note. 
21 "Bolan getting bullish. Don't think 
22 run over, would not be short." 
23 Q. So you're saying on June 18th you 
24 don't think the run is over. 
25 \X'hat does that mean? 

2560 

1 RUGGIERI CROSS 
2 A. I think --
3 THE COURT: Sustained. You're talking 
4 about June now? 
5 MR. RYAN: January 18th. 
6 THE COURT: You said June and counsel 
7 objected. 
8 MR. RYAN: I'm sorry. January 18th. 
9 Sorry for misspeaking. 
10 BY MR. RYAN: 
11 Q. On January 18th, you said, "Don't 
12 think run over." 
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295. 

296. 

13 What did you mean by that? 
14 A. I think that was just referring to the 
15 move that athena had and just continued to go 
16 higher. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2559:7-2560:16,; DIV. 120. 

An analyst can be warmer on a stock without changing a rating. 

17 Q. 1\nd can an analyst's opinion go up and 
18 down within the same rating on a day--to-day 
19 basis? 
20 Some days you might be more bullish 
21 than others, is it fair to say, for an analyst? 
22 A. 1 wouldn't say it s'vings around on a 
23 day-to-day basis, bm is it possible to become 
24 more bullish on a stock you have been lukewarm 
25 on? Yes. 

3266 

1 i'vi:\CKLE. - CROSS 
2 Q. \\'i.thout changing your 
3 A. It's possible to feel that as an 
4 analyst, but you're not -- that\ not you're 
5 published rating, so you can't -- you're -- as 
6 an analyst, my understanding is, you're not 
7 supposed to talk against your rating. 
8 Q. And you saw that e-mail that said 
9 "Bolan becoming bulLish." 
10 In your opinion, is that talking 
11 against his rating, if he h:~d a market perform 
12 rating? 
13 A. Not if that's it's okay --
14 analysts -- there are plenty of instances where 
15 analysts \'v:ill say to clients, you knO\v: f'm 
16 warming up on the story. 
17 Q. \Vithout changing a rating? 
18 A. Ye~. 

Mackel Tr. 3265:17-3266:18, DIV 120. 

On Febmary 4, 2011, ATHN issued a press release announcing an agreement adding a 
physician network: 
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297. 

13 Q. So athena on 
14 issuing a press release? 
15 A. Yes. 

--l-th is actuallY 

16 Q. \X'hat i~ the significance of issuing 
17 this press release? 
18 A. This is exactly what we \vere talking 
19 about. This is an agreement that athena is 
20 adding a phvsioan nerwod" ro their software 
21 system. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2563:13-21; JR 130. 

On February 4, 2010, at 2:20p.m. Bolan called the 6210 line for a call lasting 41 seconds. 
There are no funher calls on D IV 194 between Bolan and any line associated \vith Ruggieri 
prior to Ruggieri's trade ~n ATIG\ on February 7. 

JR-REB 108; Dl'V 194. 

f----t---------------
298. 

On February 7, 2011, beginning at 10:13 a.m., Ruggieri purchased 13,500 shares of ATHN. 
The stock was up $.90 by 11:45 a.m. 

-----~---

13 Q. And when you started purchasing the 
14 shares, the\· \Verc S46: correct? 
15 A. Right. 
16 Q. If you go forward an hour and-a-half 
17 later to about 11 :45 --
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. --line 30. 
20 The stock is up $0.90, to S46.90. 
21 Do you see that? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. Is that a signitlcam move in an hour 
24 and a half? 
25 A. It's a pretty good move. 

2568 

1 RUGGIERI- CROSS 
2 Q. And Mr. Bolan hadn't issued any 
3 upgrades of athena stock at this point? 
4A. No. 
5 Q. So it has to be something dse that's 
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299. 

6 causing this move in the market; correct? 
7 A. Right. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2567:13-2568:7;JR-REB 8l;JR 134. 

Ruggieri maintained an overnight position because he thought the stock would continue to go 
up. 

24 Q. So why did you keep the shares on the 
25 7th overnight? \\'hy not sell out? 
2571 
2 A. Because the stock 'vVas working. \'1? e had 
3 made money and I felt like the stock was going 
4 to continue to go higher. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2570:24-2571:-J.. 

On February 8, 2011, before the market opened, Ruggieri fmwarded Bolan's upgrade of 
i\. THN to Brown and Mackie. 

JR-REB 3. 

300. I Just after the market opened on February 8, Brown asked Ruggieri about: his profitable trade 
in .ATHN. Rug-,t,rieri told him "Bruce and J both long." Brown responded: "Nice. \\'hat I 
wanted to hear." 

24 Q. tfatt Brown has got the upgrade in his 
25 inbox, your position on his screen, he sees vou 

2576 
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2 made money and you tell him what? 
3 A I told bim it was a position. 
4 Q. [\nd then 'vvhat? 
5 A. "Bruce and I both long." 
6 Q. And what does that mean? 
7 i\. That Bruce and I both lonv the stock. u 

8 \\7e had-·- I as~ume that meant Bruce he had 
9 some theoretical book or something he did. He 
10 put some positions in a spreadsheet once in a 
11 wl~~ and kept track of the performance, but--
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301. 

303. 

--
12 or it could have meant Bruce and I discussed 
13 this, this was our posicion. \V"e discussed the 
14 thesis and I didn't want to take credit for it 
15 all myself. 
16 Q. And you and Bruce, we saw in the 
17 Januarv 18rh Uvf that vou were e-mailing him 

18 about Bolan being bu!led Ltp and about ph~·sician 
19 practices improving; isn't rhat right? 
20A. Yes. 
21 Q. And Mr. Bro\vn responded: 
22 "Nice. \\'hat 1 \Vanted to hear." 
23 A. That's right. 
24 Q. So l'vfr. Brown, e-mail, it's in his 
25 inbox that there's an upgrade. He sees 

2577 
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2 you've made money. You told him you're long, 
3 and he says: "Nice. \Vhat I wamed to hear." 

Ruggieri Tr. 2575:24-2577:3;JR 139. 

Mackie also had a long position in ATHN prior to the upgrade. 

7 Q. Did you have any position in athena on 
8 or about February 8th in your fantasy trading 
9 book? 
10 A. It seems based on this I did. 

Mackie Tr. 3256:7-lO;JR 139. 

On February 8, 2011, "\THN stock price opened at S48.7 4 closed ar S-t8, on volume of 
1,037,600 shares, after closing at $46.13 the~ before. 

JFOF ,]140. 

Brown believed that Ruggieri's .-\THN trade was a reasonable one. 

17 Q And based on your experience as a 
18 trader and as do believe that 
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304. 

19 this Athena trade was a reasonable trade? 
20 A I do. 

Brown Tr. 1070:17-20. 

Many of Ruggieri's clients were short ATHN and were unhappv about Bolan's upgrade. 

5 Q. Now, didn't, in fact, the upgrade turn 
6 out to be controversial? 
7 A. Sure did. 
8 Q. How so? 
9 ~\. Got a lot of nasty feedback from 
10 clients who were short the stock. 
11 MR. RY~\N: Jfwe could turn toJR 135, 
12 the middle e-Imil. 
13 BY MR. RY,\N: 
14 Q. You sent an e-mail that morning to 
15 Lesley Kelly and Paul Lee. 
16 \'{Tho are they? 
17 i\. Lesley Kelly is the head of the desk 
18 at Vi~~ium Funds, V-1-S-l-U-M. 
19 It's a large healthcare dedicated 
20 hedge fund, and Paul Lee and Jus6n Lee were 
21 traders there, too. 
22 Q. \Verc they short athena? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. And you f~)rwarded them the upgrade, 
25 didn't you? 

2578 
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2 A. Yes, I did. 
3 Q. What did you said to them? 
4 A. I said: "I know this probably won't 
5 be popular one there. Think Bolan in your 
6 oHice today. I\leering with Kevin, Ted, et 
7 cetera." 
8 MR. RY"\"J: If we could go to 137, 
9 '>vhich is the continuarion of that exhibit we're 
10 jmt looking at now. 
11 BY JvlR. RYi\N: 

12 Q. Leslev Kelly responds to you --
13 A. "No, clef not"-- "clefinitcl\' nor." 
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305. 

306. 

14 Q. J\fr. Bolan is nut going to be too 
15 popular in their office:: 
16 A. IZigln. 
17 Q. And you forwarded it w f\ir. Bolan; 
18 correct? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. And Bolan tn vou: 
21 "Dude, I don't wa.tE to go in there." 
22 Do nm see that? 

~ 

23~r\. Yes. 
24 Q. What did vou 
25 A. 1 said -- I 

2579 
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2 "Ha ha. I could have wld you 
3 Bro. Good titning. Stand up. Be a man. 1 r's 
4 controversiaL Love it. KeYin is a good dude. 
5 Harmless. 
6 "I can't wait to hear how tbis goes. 
7 And r•·1:1, sounds like their clipping toes in CROs. 
8 Traders been asking about PRXL, etcetera. Get 
9 in there." 
10 Q. I don't sec you thankins: him here for 
11 his great 
12 Is that because he didn't tip you? 
13 A. That's 
14 Q. And then what drY,'S l::c respond? 
15 A He says: "Yeah, I'm all over 
16 it. Just going to be \vltching over my shoulder 
17 the whole tlme I'm in that offi.cc. I feel like 
18 an outlaw ,, } II 11100. 

Macklc Tr. 25772_:?2Z~-~l8; IR 135, 1~_3_7_. ----------------------' 

g) BRKR 
-~£_ ___ " 

BRKR is the ticker symbol for Brukcr, a Life Science Tools diagnostics company. 

---- -~ 

14 Q. Bruker, what is Brukcr? 
15 1-\. Bruker is a life sciences tools 
16 cliagnostics company. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2586:14-16. 

Ruggieri traded BRKR in a principal capacity approximatelv 100 davs \vhile at \Vdls Fargo. 
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JFOF ,]30. 

307. 
On March 29, 2011, after the market closed, Bolan iniriated coverage of BRKR with an 
outperform rating. 

i 

JFOF'if168. 

308. 
Prior to initiating coverage in BRI<R, Bolan had never issued a research report about any Life 
Sciences company. 

-

12 Q. TJrior to that, had he ever issued any 
13 report on any company in the life sciences 
14 space? 
15 A. No. 

Rug_~ieri Tr. 2600:12-15. 

309. 
Evans testified that, at the time of the BRKR report, Bolan's research was "virtually 
irrelevant" in the Life Science tool sector. 

-

14 Q And you also told the Division that 
15 Mr. Bolan '-V<l~~ virtually irrelevant in a life 
16 science tool sector; isn't that right? 
17 A Yes. 
18 Q And, again, "virtually irrelevant", 
19 your \Vords, correct? 
20 A Correct. 

I 
Evans Tr. 1284:14-20. 

1 310. 
According to Brown, an initiation of coverage by an analyst who had never cm'ered the space 

I would not be impactful. 

·-

• 

6 Q \\'h:H if the analyst had never issued 
7 any report in the entire space? 
8 A I wouldn't think that it would be too 
9 impactful. 

Brmvn Tr. 1056:6-9. 
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312. 

313. 

314. 

Beginning on :\Jarci1 
consecutive C<lVS. 

Zuggieri purchased 

JFOF 149, 152, 156, 162, and 167. 

shares c,f BRKR pee da.,, for rive 

Brown testified that if iZuggieri \vere planning to trade on the basis of the release of the 
BRKJZ initiat;on of coverage, he \vould have had bigger positions and he \vould not take the 
market risk days ahead of time. 

15 i\ \Vel!, I wouldn't expect him to do it, 
16 but if he were planning on doing it, I would 
17 ha,·e bigger and I \vouldn't rake the 
18 market risk 

Brown 'l'r. 1CJSC.i:l5-18. 

Ruggieri fonvarded the BRKR initiation of coverage to Brown. 

JR-RI:m 97 

The BRI<R trade \vas made within a week of \Vells Fargo's compliance investigation so it was 
clearer in Rugg,ieri's memory. 

20 Q. The Bruker trade came in very close 
21 proximity to your interview ,,,·ith \Vells Fargo and 
22 its counsel; cotTecr? 
23 A Correct. 
24 Q. The Brukcr trade occurred on the 29th, 
25 and you were intetYicwed \V'ithin a week or two; 

2590 
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2 correcr? 

3 A. Correct. 
4 Q. So this trade was fresh in your mind? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. So you have a little bit more clear of 
7 a memory of why you made this trade; is that 
8 correct? 
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315. 

9 A. That's correct. Looking back at some 
10 of the documents, it refreshed my memory of what 
11 happened in that month -- a few-week span. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2589:20-2590:11. 

Ruggieri ~trended a client dinner at a healthcare conference in \\"ashington, D.C. 
approximately two weeks prior to trading in Bruker, and Bruker had been a client's favorite 
long for the next year. 

12 Q. \'\'hat had happened prior to your 
13 purchase of Bruker? 
14 A. 1 remember attending a conference, it 
15 was another toxicology conference in D.C., 
16 \V'ashington, D.C. I think at the time, a couple 
17 of weeks prior, and we had a clinner \Vith a 
18 consultant, unrelated to Bruker. It was about 
19 probabk CROs or ~omething. 
20 But there were probably 10 or 15 
21 clients there, and we had drinks beforehand, and 
22 I remembered there was a client there-- as we 
23 usuaily do, haYing cocktails, von talk about 
24 ideas and favorite longs and shorts, and it 
25 stood out to me that Brukcr was their favorite 
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2 long Ln· rhc next, you knovv, twclYe months or 
3 so, and had rhc best grmvrh of any stock in the 
4 space. 
5 And that stood out to me, and I 
6 remember cmning back -- I think it's something 
7 that I followed up on and did some more work on. 

Ruggieri Tr. :2590:12-2591 :7; JR 112 (Rup-gieri Expense Records filtered for City
D.C 

~---4-------"'~--"--'-
316. 

Bolan was surprised b1· the bet that BRKR's share price went up following the initiation and 
did not credit it to his research re .on. 

~----r--- ·~--------------------

2 Bruker did anything after his upgrade, and let's 
3look- rn look atJR Rebuttal14. 
4 This ts :1n L\J un ;\ prill st between i\Ir. 
5 Bolan ancl i\ir. Evans. 
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317. 

6 Mr. Bolan eni 
7 BRK.R" "l 
8 A. Yes. 

'01 and says "Holy 
"probably? 

9 Q. And Evarb responds, 
10 I'm a littie 
11 And G. Bolan says, 'Tactical 
12 mon1entum." 

I know. 

13 1\imv, the war vou described it before 
14 is all rhese H>Ve to think they're the 
15 cause of the great move in the stock; right. 
16 A Right. 
17 Q. And here we have G. Bolan, he's not 
18 even tooting hi3 own horn; right? 
19 A Yes. 
20 Q. Because he knows he had nothing to do 
21 \\rith rhe in Bruker's stock price; isn't 
22 that correct? 
23 A. It looks thar 

Rugp;ien Tr. 26U-t:2-.2."J. 

\Vhen the Division took Rugg,ieri's testimony in June 2013, no one asked Ruggieri a single 
question about BRKR 

--~- -- ----------

21 Q. Did the Di\·ision ever ask you about 
22 Bruker? Docs ;:ei:·esh your recollection? 
23 A. No. It seems thev did not. 

RuQQ'ieri Tr. 2999:20-23. 

8. An Experienced Traded Would Never Trade in Advance of the Reports at 
Issue 

318. I Ruggieri viewed research as a way to generate business with clients. 

17 0. Ho\v do you, as trader. utilize the 
18 r~search to generate commissions? 
19 .A. Well, it gives us something to talk 
20 about, and that':; '-"'CiT day we're trying to talk 
21 to clients. That's every dav. Everv dav trv ro 
22 generate business, get orders in the cloo~, and 
23 it was something to talk to clients about. 
24 \Ve're always looking for a data point or 

25 something where we can say, "IIey, we've got this 

2464 
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2 research out, what do you think?" 
3 Or somctitnes it was tneaningless, but 
4 it would at least give us a chance to get on the 
5 phone and talk about something else and 
6 hopefully get an order out of ir. 

Ruggieri Tr. 2463:17-2464:6. 

319. I Ruggieri routinely disseminated all kinds of research to his diems. 

10 r\. lt':i E1ir to sav I disseminated most 
11 research. It rna): nc: have happened all the 
12 time. J f there was really reactive, meaningless 
13 research, but, again, any chance we got to 
14 connect to our clients, I was going to 
15 disseminate that. ~ ' 

Ruggien Tr. 246 :10- 5. 

320. I Ruggieri did not view nttings changes as the only kind of important analvsts publications. 

16 Q. Okay. \'Cc talked about upgrades and 
17 downgracies yesterday in your testimony, and 
18 that's whv we're here. 
19 Did you ~·iew upgrades and downgrades 
20 as rhe kine's of important information in 
21 the market? 
22 t\. 1'-Jo. 

Ruggieri Tr. :.246 7:16-22. 

321. I Ruggieri wuuld never luvc based a rrading decision on a pending analysts report. 

13 Q. Did traders e\·er talk to each other 
14 about \\l1at analysts' reports are going to be 
15 Eke or what analysts are going to do? 
16 A. I mean, Jo we speculate on- you 
17 kno\'i, [he t!:-.tought maybe crossed somebody's mind, 
18 sure. \.\'c speculate abouL a lot of things, 
19 whedwr a bm·c:· -- 1 diem is buving or selling 
20 stock, \\·herh~r a ccmpany is going \o beat 
21 •2arninp~·. \'\'c ta1kcd all the cimc, bur in no way 
22 \\'Otdd··~,, c\·cr base J decision to trade on th;t, 
23 no. 

Ruggieri ·r-- 24-6g:J.:)-:?_), 

322. I Discussions with are one ~nput among many. 
-----

10 Q .. So is it f"air t•:• ~.ay that 
11 conn:rs:1 tion~ v:i rh \lr. Bolan or other analysts 
12 is one input among many? 
13 A. clcfinirclv. 

nl.fter kinds 
~---L-----~·--·--·-----·---
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15 
16 "\. S;m1c -
17 The 
18 feedback, of stock, how to field 
19 

323. I \'Vhcn Ruf'£icri Bt,ian that he was "still movinf! stocks," it was months after their 
and he was doing so t~) stroke Bolan's ego. 

13 Q. 
14 This was an <--:nail :vhe:rc 1 ou said ro 

- and this is 
16 
17longct 
18 i\. That's correcr. 
19 Q. \'Y'hy did ·.:ou tel' \Jr. Bolan, "still 
20 movine 

" 21 A. This 1s the ubmcltc kind uf 
22 

24 hims~:1f, rh;tr ht~'s the reason chat stocks arc 
25 moving. And tu rdl the tnan, 

2484 
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2 your stock 1s 
3 ~akes him 

that stock, it 

4 that. 
" rnakc~ hir·a 5 So "still movin~ 

6 feel like, m;n, '. 1'rn ~1nportant or l'rn 
7 doing :his. 

Ruggieri Tr. .:::4~·;3:L\ 2-i8A:7. 

324. I Brown testified Lhat imponancc of an analyst report depends oG \Yho the analyst is. 

11 Q And in vour intcLTic:w, the Di\·ision 
12 asked vou,?bout renotts and whether 
13 you th~mgh ·were ma~·kct moving and you 
14 said you thought tb.r the imp:Kt of analy~t 
15 reports ha~ diminished over rime. 
16 \X'hat do \·ou mean bv that? 
17 A I don't-recall saying that, but I do 
18 think it is true, so I probably did say it. 
19 I just think that when most analysts 

20 publish something that not all of them h:c\'C a 
21 following. It is analyst spccitlc. So 
22 sometimes customers don't C\'en pay attention, 
23 the marketplace doesn't pay attention, and the 
24 stock doesn't even move. 
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,- l Brown Tr. 990:11-21. 

C. THERE WAS NO BENEFIT 

1. There is No Evidence of a Meaningfully Close Personal Relationship 
between Bolan & Ruggieri 

325. I Rug_'Sieri did not often socialize with Bolan and never outside of a work context. 

19 Q. About hmv many times each year did you 
20 sociali?:e with Mr. Ruggieri while you were employed al 
21 Wells 1•argo? 
22 t\. \'V'he'1 you say "socialize," you rnean talk to or 
23 to hang out? 
24 Q. Let me clarify that. 
25 A. Yeah. 

30 

1 Q. Gocc~ 
2 Did vou socialize \Vith I\fr. Ruggieri outside 
3 of the \VC>rkplacc \Vhik employe~! ac \\fells Fargo? 
4A. Yes. 
5 Q. How frc.:qucntiy '"iid you socialize with 
6 Mr. RLlg_t;ieri outside of the workplace while employed at 
7 \X' ells Fargo? 
8 A I'd probably about three times in 2010, 
9 traybc, rimes. Three or fom times. 
10 Q: \'Chat :1 bont in 2009) 
11 .\.I'd S?'' pwbabh- uncc, maybe twice. 
1? Q ·\•1LJ ;l,·?l·1·1·1;;. . 

"-' ' . ~ ~ -" ).. - . 
13 i\. I'd s,,,. zer:>, madl2 once. 
14 (). Takc.us rhrr,uo-i1 wh:n you did at each of these 
15 visits \virh Mr. RL~ggieri. · 
16 A. \Ve!l, \ve wot:ld PO to the bn and we would 
17 discnss work :md \•.~:'d discus:' family, and we just \vcmld be 
18;~uys. 
19 0. \Vas it jvs! the two of von? 
20 .\.Typically, no. · 
21 Q. Typically who cbc was there? 
22 \.Other . from \Vclb Fargo. 
23 (~. \\110) 
24 i\. Sale;pcrsnns. 
25 Q. \:rho? 

31 

1 \. I dun 't T can recall a couple of 
2 names: C:h·id r:c,;,sr,:h at \veils Fargo. It's been a while. 
3 I don't t"tcdl. Z'i,::J.,Jirncs dients •:v-oukl join us. 
4 Q. Did F:lll and \h-. Ruggieri develop a 
5 fricndsi · ' ,. 

so. 

--·--------------------· 
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~1 

9 Q. Ilan: you \Vith Mr. Ruggieri? 
10 ;\. Yc~. 
11 Q. \Vhen \V:JS ti1at;' 

12 1\. l ,vould odl' ,; \W~ a bass contest. 
13hhad hl\~ in'lO,endof lUor 
14 beginninf> of '1 L somethintr like that. 

CI'Cnt? 

17 Q. \X ere otncr irom \\'ells Fargo at that 
18 evem? 
19 A. Yes. It was \\'dis Farp·o-soonsored evenr. 
20 Q. \\/here di.d that event c;~cm:? 
21 A. I tlnnk ri0b l ong island, Long Island 
22 Sound. 
23 Q. \'C?.s everyone on one boat for that event? 
24 1\. I\ c;. There I don't even knovv 
25 how many v,-crc a lot of boats. 

34 

1 Q 
,., . 

. \Vcrc vou 1 m ;me l;natr 
2 _i\. Yes. · 
3 Q. \\'ho wa~ on yom boat~· 
4 A Mysdf,Juc and then another guy, 
5 and I dun't who it vvas. I think it was a client. 
6 Q. \X/as this event sum.e sort of competition? 
7 A Yes. 
8 Q. \Vhat w>ts the competition? 
9 A. \\'hocvec v-or the olggest fish won a monetarv 
10 prize. '' '· · 
11 Q. \\'ere you on any team as part of this event? 
12 A Yc3 -- our so the boat is 
13 the tearrL 
14 Q. So you, ,\ir. 
15 /\. Y cs. As far ;\3 

16 one other 
17 Q. l vvill 
18 A. Okav. 
19 (Hande-d.) 

and one other person? 
could rc;~;ll:mber, yes, it was 

20 Q. Have you c:cr -- strike rhat. 
21 Have nm cw~r polfcd? 

"' t:' 

22 1\. Y cs, I golf. 
23 Q. Have you ever golfed with Mr. Ruggieri? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. \\'hen? 

35 

1 A. It was \\'ells , Alabama. I'm terrible 
2 with dates. I would ,,a,- probably in '10 sometime, 2c...C_Ilc...C_I ---· 
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3 sometime. 
4 Q. \\ias that a work-related event? 

5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. \X::'ere there other folks from \\'ells Fargo at 
7 that event? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. Did you golf with one other person as part of 
10 a pairi;:;g? 
11 "\. \\'e were all trw-ether. ;:ctuallv. 
12 Q. Who was in v~~~r group? . 
13 A. i\Ie,Joe Ruggieri, Beau YalE (phonetic) at 
14 \\i' dis Farf.>o, D:l\:id Foerstch at \X::'ells Fargo, sorne 
15 don'r kno~~' and then and then his name slips me 
16 now, Richard "\dams from S_:\C. 

Bolan Tr. (Div. 11 0) at 33:9-35:16. 

326. I Ruggieri and Bolan met in person approximately 15 times. 

18 Q. llow many tcmes hm-e you met I\fr. Bolan 
19 in person while you were at \V ells i•'argo? 
20 J\. )ccz --I don't know for sure. I 
21 m~an. he came to New York to market maybe once a 
22 mor - mavbe 15 times, something like that, 15 

J c 

23 time~, T'rn not ~:ur-e 

Ruggieri Tt. 2471:18-2.). 

327. I Ruggie,·i had closc:r wi.th 10 to 15 other at \Vdls 

16 I ha';e ?. question for the respondent. 
17 Mr. Ruggieri, how many people, if anyone, at 
18 \\felb hrgo, during vour tenure, did you 
19 consider that you were hctter friends with than 
20 your fricncbhip thm you noted \Vith Mr. Bolan? 
21 THE \XTINESS: Plentv. I mean, I think 
22 -- vcu knJw, I think (]~in and Bruce·- T 
23 actually hung out wirh t1~osc gttys outside of 
24 \vork contacts-- Ch;p and I b;1d dinner with our 
25 wive:-; once. I dor't remember whc:n exactly it 

2478 

1 RUGC iERr -- CJ{()'::'S 
2 \VlS, 

1
)Ul U jl1St lTV <1:1d buiJd ;1 better 

3 c:clatiord1ip. \'\ie sometimes. 
4 You knilw .. some 'lf cur s:1le::; 1.,.;Klcrs, I 
5 mean -- Carla Mcbrc?n. 1 dealt with these 
6 oeoplc. Thcv owen~d clienrs. Chri'> Parker. I 
7 ~lean, rhcre\vas a handful of guvs I worked with 
8 at B of:\. Chris Chris J\1udler, Gary 
9 '\.:1r1and, 1 guvs I h:td drinks with, 
10 wcnr ro 
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328. 

12 
13 

ume over from Merrill 
·:lkf~h· tol..:ether every 

iml and h~·~n to his h~mse. 
WC'1t 1:0 

;;rs older than me, but I\·c 
been to 

maybe 

Ruggieri Tr. 2·f77:1 (> .. ?.lfl-\:2{\. 

Ruf!P-icri never ,·i~ircd .nolan in Tennessee. 
(')(') 

16 Q. ever come out to Tennessee: 
17 "'c. i".;o. 

21-\:16-11. 

329. I l'vhcldc discw;,:cd Bolan in Tennessee in March 2011. 

13 Q. So vou and \lt. [~olan were having a 
14 conversation ahom \Out coming down to visit him 
15 i•1 'Tennessee \Lrch 15, 2011? 
16 /\.I don't kno\v what we were referring 

17 to, tLaL':c. v\ ha!_ iL Jcoks iL:\.C. 

244. 

330. I BoLm ccmm:.nc;r2d ,,·ith Ruggieri infrequently after they left \~Cells Fargo. 

7 Q. D1d vou c:ontinuc u, communicate with 
8 Mr. Ru2c-ieri afru: ) em icft \\'elL Fargo? 

1,., Ql .J .. 

14 .A. 1 wmlk; say artcT afrcr \\/ells Fargo, in 
15 2011, prob::~bly quite a bit for the first couple of months 
16 because I was potentially going to go to lSI where he 
17 actuallv· found i\nd then it kind of died off 
18 after (went to \bdison \Villiams. It's been 
19 infrec1ucm since then. 
20 BY MR. S.:\T\'\'AU ·:Ki\R: 
21 Q. Did you interact socially with Mr. Ruggieri 
22 after you lefr \\'ells l ·argo? 
23 A SociaUv? 
24 Q. Corrc~t. 
25 i\. Once after the C\'Cnt happened, after we left 

32 
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1 \'V'clls Fargo, and then after that, no. I think-- oh, one 
2 time last vc:ar we had drinks. 
3 Q. \'Chen. was that la:;t year? 
4 A. Ivliddle of last vear, I think. 
5 Q. \vhat did you ~1iscuss when you met with 
6 Mr. Ruggieri in the middle of last year? 
7 /1.. Family and work. 
8 Q. What about \Vork? 
9 .:\. "How things guing?" 

Bolan Tr. (DIV 1 at .11:~'-32:9. 

331. I Thev communicatec1 
Bol~n \;,as potentia!iv 
commuiticatious 

a bit" for the first few month~ after \'\"ells Fargo because 
co work for ISI where Ruggieri worked. · · and Bolan's. 
after Bolan went to work at 1\ladison \\illi:1ms. 

13 Q. How frequently: 
14 .\.I would sav after 
15 ::?01 '. prok1bly 
16 becac:::c I was 

after\\.' ells Fargo, in 
a b: t for the first couple of months 

going to go to ISI where he 
17 actualh· found cmpicmncnt. \ul then it kind of died (,ff 
18 after; went to 1\hdison \'Y'ilbnJs. h's been extreme!\· 
19in ,jncc t·:wn. 

Bolan Tr. (Div. 110) at 31:13-19. 

332. I Bolan slaved in 
Ruggieri\; Wile. 

apartment for interviews once for three bur never met 

--·---------·----------1 
ever 

9 A y,,,; \ frcr I left \\'ells Fargo, I stayed up 
10 here his apartment for inter•:icws. 
11 Q. r !ow long dld 1u stay at his apartment? 
12 :\. l think like three days. 
13 (),\\.';~;;be there icc ·vou wcr;.: at lus apartment? ' . 
14 '\.Yes. 
15 (~. \h;;e you eyer met-- strike th:1.t. 
16 Ha·:c ~_-ou ever 111et /l11V rnembcrs of 
17 Mr. Hu~cpieri's f:mi!v:O. 
18 A 1\Ju.' i~-l fact, [ nc-~Tr even met his wife. 
19 Q. \Chile you st at :\Jr. Rut~gicri's apartment, 
20 did you ~D-c·ncl time together? 
01 .\ 
.,_ ..l. t. 

')') 

23 \Vent rut:I'.:ng, 
i think. 

25 Q b hi~ with 

()8 

1 :\, Yc:;. 

fruit juice and went 
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Bolan 

333. I Bolan mcm in order to saYc on hotel cosrs while intu:Yievving for 

4 Q •~·~. , ... •.• ;, ,l . j·l ···\ • i o~,;1 d "S' . X Ud . .-ulte "'l ltl.C "'lL.l C·,lwH 0\Vll, ~ 1, 

5 yeah, I 3dli " Is thar a reference to 
6 havin,,' apartment? 
7 A. '{ 'here once before. 
8 Q. \\hr 
9A. 
10 

' event, so it 
tc .~\pril. 

11 Q. 
12latc 

. Ruggieri's place in 

13 A lntclTic•.vin :::1ve on a hotel cost. 

Bolan'] 

334. I Ruggiui met Bohn's wik once because she happened to be in DC while Bolan and Ruggieri 
attended conft-r~Tcc t 11at \Veils Fargo hosted. 

6 Q. Had ?.Ir. · c:er met any members of yonr 
7 fam.ilv? 
8 A. He n1et my wife. 
9 Q \\~'l·,f•t• \ .••.. , . • Y\ ~-'---· , \'a.~ 

10 i\. ivhrch 2ii n·. '11, in Ccorgctown. 
J.l11l ~/ 11 Q .. )'" 

12A. Yc:1L 
13 Q ,1;c1 .'111··.-,r·f•t • \.... ~ _l. '~ l /, . J ·~ ~ 

14 A I hosted cn:nts :lt a Society of Toxicology. 
15 It's a conference th:tr I cover. 
16 Q. \Vhat was thar about? 
17 J\. Society of To:<:icology, it's an industry 
18 conference for cRUs. 
19 Q. \Vas your wife there:) 
20 i\. She wantt:d to \·acation and I had to work. 

Bolan Tr 0) at '!R:G-_:0. 

335. I Bolan is a loner who doesn't rnaint:ain close relationshms. This was not elicited from .i\fr. 
Evans d1Jring- his dcoosition or trial testimony. ' 

\\·ere inten·icwcd by the 
23 Division in March of 2013, you told the 
24 DiYision thai :\It. Bolan is a' loner and he 
25 doesn't maintain close relationships; isn't 

1293 
1 EYans - Cross 
2 that right? 
3 A Yes. 
4 Q And later vou gave sworn testimony to 

114 
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5 the Division, and vou weren't asked to 
6 describe Mr. Bola;1's personality or the 
7 strengrh of his friendships; isn't that right? 
8 ;\ Correct. 

Evans Tr. 1292:22-1293:4-8. 

2. There is No Evidence of an 

336. I Ruggieri did not give: Bolan posiLivc feedback in exchange for mmcrial 
information. 

hearing rhar theory, do you have 
14 any lx:sis to beliC\T th:lt when Joe Rug_fSieri gave 
15 you positiw fcedb:c:ck about (;reg Bolan, that the 
16 reason whr he provided you with that feedback 
17 was bccau~e he was doinf~ it in exchange for 

received f:om ;\·Ir Bolan? 
·mswer if I can elaborate. 

20 Q. <.;!liT. 

21 i\. believe that. 
22 I do believe thai and joe 
23 developed a very clo:;c relationship that 
24 CO!llaincd a signitlc:?rt arnount of dialogue, more 
25 than · was nc,··!1;a1 for our dcoanment. and 

1558 

1 
2 

\'V'TCK\\'fRE- CONT'D CROSS 
of t\VO 

3 That vvas 
4 rn1· view r•f it. 

\v'ick\v;I•' Ti. 1557:1). ;=:,5SA; 

reason here 

14 his career bv 
15 do · 
16 A 1 do nor. 

Ruggieri would wreck 
on iPsick infc,rmation, 

Bartktr ' r. 192:1 =~ 1 ri: 

2 Q. Diu \·on and ;\[r. Bolan ever 
3 to2c h:.·" an<1 ma\c i' :1g_rc::nH'nt in which he would 

5 rcpon:.;, <ct'ci yc:,u 
<) bc.·s~<> ;;JL I\:r. Bohu ;n 
·; rcpm•: 
8 ,\ .. 
9Q. y 

'-----'-·---------· 

ro your 

grve me 
['Jl tell me boss 
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14 ridicul.ous. 
15 Q. Did \'OJ 

16 

Ruggicr 

337. I Bolan didn't knnw 

13 at the 

Bolan Tr. 

to \k Bolan 

research? 

uf rhc positive feedback t'rom :;;des or 

trading desk 
1iu::-,,i.,,1 'O Dromote vou;;; 

bL~t I'm loobng 
1ike it did. 

~ : ' 

into the 

3. Would Have Been Promoted Without Feedback 

338. I The stoc:~s th;•t covered .vcre among the 

23Anu 
24 that 

2390 

5 drivers of 
6 better than am 

( urnnlis:<i< med stocks 
s ,,:tod::~ ·nrc probably three 

i:; unheard of, given 

thai's bcumo.c clients knew 
ton cf these -;tncks. I knew 

~dlers wc:rc. I knew the 
~loeb. [ knew the space 

1 tr:H.kd in my career. 

Ruggieri Tr. :?.)i:-\9:23 - 2390:6 

:;tocks that Huggieri tr:1dt·cL 

339. I When Shorr Joined tile hcalrh c:'trc desk, Graichen all of the s!Ocks Bolan covered. 

11 Q. Before ~\·lr. i..;rmchen swncbcd his 
12 posmon in 21)()(), did you have any understanding 
13 from \lr. Gra.ict1en as to what his views were 
14 regarding r.he t1ealchcare <maiysts at \'\/ells 

15 Fargo, and, m particular, ivfL Bolan? 
16 A. I don·t rc1rcm~1er specifically. 
17 I know he df Greg to 
18 want to keep his space under him. 
19 I don't knmv whether he been with 
20 him since he rolled out and they had developed a 
21 dialogue or rchtionship, but he wanted to keep 
22 those names. 

Short Tr. 3339:1 -22. 
-""-~----------
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340. I \\/hen Ruggieri joined the desk he was told that Bolan was an excellent analyst. 

15 I remember when I got to the desk and 
16 talked ro Chip, it may ha\'e been Dave Graichen, 
17 \vho was a former trader, I kind of pot a lav of 
18 the hmd of the analysts and their p~;·specti~'e, 
19 and 1 remember them saying, "You're going to 
20 love Greg Bolan. He's just an ani1mL He's 
21 !?TC~1'. Ire's r.;reat with clients. I Ic knO\VS his 
22 ;'tocks. Be ;:eally he cares." 
23 .\nd r di,;covered t 1

1:1i on my own pretty 
24 qnick'y. 
25 Q. \\'hen vou de~cribed they said he's 

2452 

1 Rt'CGfFRI -- CEC1SS 
2 reallv an a:1imal, what did they mean by that? 
3 r\. Tt n:c:ms he's thinkinl? :-tbo.ut hi5 . 
4 stock:;' lot, he's ralktng,~o clients a 
5 he's he's \Tll!1:!., he's humzrv. Same 
6 char?<cteristics. ' '' 
7 Q. So before you ever met 
8 alr·cad\· heard reallv 
9 Buhn? · 
10c\ '{cs. 

Ruggil~n l'. 2::51:1) :.+52: C1. 

vou had 
feeclback about Mr. 

341. I Based wit!~ Shon nc1c; formed the impression 1hat Bolan \Yas \"iewed 
in his space. 

5 And \' .. Ht testified tlur you knew 
6 m·c-c 1l ihar 0,fr. Buhn W~I.S looked jtt positively 
7 and cllat he wa,; in his space; isn't that 
8 
9 A. Yes 
10 \ou h:td formed that of him 
11 been ::c \"( m even though it 
L?, \<.a':I'r con the ~wcks 1h:':l \'OU covered, 
13 von lir:1. ha,·c a chann~ ro work with tvfr. Bolan 

\"Ocir tenure \X ells l•'arc•o; correct? 

Short ·i·, 34i R:S-15: REB 226. 

342. I Sho:-r ''i:c:nilx:d Bok:1 ?:; a cash ,:>'w \vells Fargo because when Bolan wenr and saw a 
client, :l c1irr: g:lYC \\?r~Hs or,,1er';. 

1. 6 C!. i ·xus on the lasT few o:er: rcnccs, if 
if\ em em sec where you 

----·-----~-
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19 
20 soon. 
21 Did l reaci 
22 i\. 
23 Q. 
24Mr. 
25 i\. 

3436 

1 SHOli.T 
2 SO!TllOUC, 

3 general\·. 
4 Q. _\ad yo1 

5 during ym1·· n~.: 

6 Bolan 
7 correct[' 
SA. Yc,. l 
9wbar 

Short Tr '1~3=··1 

son1e rest." 

;md r:b racterized 
," what did you mean? 

he rand saw 

us dr<krs otT that 

ot c>enerallv h . 

\\'ells l·1rPo. that Mr. 

from 

J]., ,.,r.·n '/~') 
"\.. ,\ l -~ ) .;....~)..:...... 

343. I Graichen told :'·:hum:rkz.:r and \Vicksvire that Bolan was rhc m.osr trad~'t friendly 
analyst he had ewer \>vcrkcd 1\ith. 

6 Q. And Mr. Cr,ucncn goe' on to write: 
7 "Chris, I JUSt W/IEtcd to let yuu know that Greg 
8 Bolan has far :md away been the most 
9 trader trient1h that had the 
10 pleasure to work wlth on the position desk. 
11 "I arn una\'.i~1rc hO\\' on a 

12 percentage uur 

13 in the pas! three mumhs pti>\'lded me with sun1e 
14 very nice rrac\c and ;us been directly 
15 involved in the hea!thcarc pad, making some nice 
16 prop bets that resulted in rhc desk making 
17 moncv. 
18 "I felt that before 
19 the role or coYcrc1~''-' ,, 

to 

T wanted you to be 
20 aware cf the ,;:,'id 'York C i,; doing, and t!ut 
21 he has been\ u:, tu me and Chip Shon." 
22 "Thanks, Dan'." 
23 Do you see rh;;t? 
24 A I vcs. 

Short Tr. 3450:().:24; fRREB 2l7. 
~------· 

344. I Mr. Short does not wirh the positive feedback of Bolan 
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7 Q. ~~\nd you, sining here today, have no 
8 reason to disagree I\lr. Graichen's positive 
9 feedback Mr. Bolan as ofJ uh 1, 2009? 
10 A. 1 don't have any reason to 

Short Tr. 3-!-51:7~10. 

345. I In June Shorr encouraged clients to vote for Bolan, amung other 

JI' l'';l'< ')j(· ·p· "-~ \.) • j -· J, __ ;(), 

346. 1 Ruggieri 

347. 

13 Q. l Jc a good 
14 ,\.Yes. 
15 (~ \nd \Va~ he ;1 

16 A. for those rca:,uns. He had great 

23 ft'Y.Cr' 1.1.C. 

fIe was proactive. 
little 

well, he 
111C 

was 
us drive com.mission 

Ruggieri lr. 2-+52:L)~23. 

so to tn· and build d1,_. hcaithcarc ranchise. He 
who had a· great feel for 

1 :) ~ \nd ~ dit:: talk t.r_; hun at least on one 
1-'L or occasion,; about best 
15 
1c; he,,1;:1 

i that all 

a 
?J)()ut the 

and traders tl the 
ersatiun~; with 

so 

sales and 

when you 
so everybody's 

21 in u IL' tlO\V and ca 1 monel i:-:c that 
22 ~sion bnsin("'1S 

' vuur Dl.rDo:;,_· rhen in 
' j 

\1r th; mt·dinl!'s with 

2459 
1 RCC~C; l :~Rf ~ CRO~;::; 

2 ~\. ·r wi's, 2-Jr. 
3 pract.'cc: 

rlusin 
us dnvc 1nore 

4 C(mmci;:~;Jon bu~'.H!C:;;; 10 hi:; stock::, l felt it 
not 

l19 



6 

13 A \'cs. 

Ruggir:·r; 'Tr ?,L; 1~· 

\Vhich we did and 
also other 

nething that 

348. I When \'C1c· Bolan was Hot d1e onh· anak:;r he 

5 Q. So \\tth 1\lr. Wick\vire to 

6 lk . . . ~ l . d' J ta ~ a!Jour tile tcse~trch franc 11se, 1u 

7 you talk to bun: \\':\s Crcg Bolan the only 
8 .:s:,ed:-
9 A 1'\ l rbnL calked 
10 abou ft·w1cll:: c \\'as doing well 
11 -- Y•:irh to \~cdTcch, which is one of 
12 these c~ m:1ils ; il11;1' \Vas that was 
13 prob:tDl\ one uf tnc- conYersauons. 

I I RuggKx~_: __ 

349 ·1 Ruggic~~ promotion proccs:o f,r 

14 Q. \\hat did 
15 process for an 
16 ;\. 1 didn'! kno\v 
17 promotion 
18 MR. R'l-~\:N: \Vc ·~culd take down the 
19 exhiblt. Thank \ ou. 
20 J\. l didn't knew <Hi\ 

21 pronwtion process an:U\'SI s. 

Rug-g-ieri Tr. 2.f8l: 1 +-21. 

350. I Ruggieri did not know how his quarterly feedback of 

351. 

7 As f:1r as f was 
8 quarter\:- ecdbock rh:u we gave, T don't even 
9 know ho\v that w:\' 1 \1/aS used towards :l 

10 pcriorn:ance rcYlt'\\' 

11 analyst getting 
12 process was handled. 

bur Js far as an 
had no idea how the 

not kn(N.: Bolan was up for a promotion ro dircctclr. 
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352. 

14 a promotion? 
1SA No. 

Ru 

scorecards existed. 

you knm\· there \\·as such a thing as 
in which !rader feedback 

12 pJaq·d 5 percem of a role in the process? 
13 A. \i o. I knew there was this rank that 
14 anaksb g.:l, <.ale,: r:::.nk or somcthint'. but I 

15 haYc nu idea how rtk process 'Xas. 

Rur,gicr1 ! r. 24R7:JO 15. 

353. I Bolan 

17 THE\\] tNESS: I lis franchise was 
18 a lot of 

frorn sales 

l :otar was 
to, 

22 other directors research. lmT,;rnr ~1Ccounts 
\\·;c;; being 

\\iicb,:rc , 1S..J.7: ~:s. 

354. I 1 () of:, 2 i , ncrn!H.·r: . ,:· ;:(>L1tT;::tcc had to vote in favor c:mdidmc get through 

2(J Q l ""' dio tlic C•HHmitk:c dccde who to 

2 pu C\( ,;,;: 

2::~ ;\ z · L- a d~l~,--- '-'", · rc \;;,:~1c:rc 

23 neuu'!c c:lc~b c:trtdidau.: prcrry 
. \VC \.VOt:Jc: 'h:lYC :l VOte, 

25 and '.':JIC rir,;c\ :. t\vo-+i:ds nnjority 

·r 13 • - aruc; 
2 to 

3Q 
4 n1crn: 
5 -\I i 
0 to 

R~'rtlc; i I';:. 
1-----+-

355.1 SLon 

~ \VO- the 

of the ,.~·;;1nd1d~lte 

bout Bolan. 
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13 

14 "' 
~' :--

Bartlcn it ---

356. I Short 

20 ana'\'S\~~ 

24 Joe, 
25 time. 
3399 
1 SlJOK1 l 

3 trader:~: f'l.liL 

4 us 
5 I 

Short l r.339:·~: 1 
------

357. I BartlcLc 

17 Q _\nd ho'N 

18 positive l(cdh: 
19 lvh. 

21 :-\ n \\:as. 

h Ruggieri :111d \hddc. 

on the 

c'\·er done it 

that 

·:;nm our buslnc3' 

\VC rank the 
c-<,;aluarc 

ru do thar with 

\virh us three and (\isc:.lc:.sed 

'o \\;; cl0.V1.r e _•t1 l11s O\'Vn 

was rhe 
you g:l\·c to 

\Vas that based at 
of i\1r. Bolan) 

would send 
at lc:1st cc yuu information a: 

24 times; i~n't tha: 
25 .r\ J\c rimes, con·d:L 

1 Bartlctr Cross 
2 Q ;\nd you 

) 

SA 

him cl proactive 

6 Q tn v:1u wid 1\lr. \\'ickwire 
7 that \fr. Bolan \Vas in terms of 
8 analysts; isn't thm 
9 A I can't recall 

122 



10 bur I'm o:urc r had com·crsat[ons m rhat tone, 
11 corrccr, yc~. 

Bartl en 'r. 1 189: P 
-~--------" -·-·--·-~··-·· 

358. I To the c:-;:tcnt rhe four on page one of the Director N< 
had less than nositivc feedback, ic \Votdd 

-·--·----· -·---· 

for111 ·ho 
c:mdidate 

1----+-\\_'c_mlcl --~-~-titL N<_me of thos~_fom people had ;~m do ned ________ ,nn(:<~inn to Rugg1er1. 
16 So U1visiur, 27, CtlJ n>u null rh,ct uo 

' ~ l "" 

17 for bin;. lt\ there. 
18 Th<ll sect j, J!l at 111\' 

19 i~ 1har's rhree or four managing 
reCcrenceo. 

21 Did th·,- hve to ij~;r one of rhcm 
22 ou~oide o! dw ::; is thM Em: of 
2) busi1:~s> 

24 Til'~- \\T lNESS: Cnrrccr. 
25TH · COURT:\ ,\nd so what is 
1 Bartl:'i Cross 
2 the . 
3 Tf-IJ \VIl NESS· :;n l kr,<JW \\lwr·c nmr 

4 t'~ vo1nt;. 
5 So p;;n t<)r 

'7 want 
8 :o b;tvt· Jll.'l tcedback t'rom a 
9 direcr iiu,· 
10 level 
1! ha,-, 

12 are;<. 

1.9 insn;; 
2Ci :he, 
2'1 ha\',· 

' 2:: fee:,h: 

dJ· ector, 

llU\:i:de ()f jus \OUt immediate 

consJs rh eYC1"\ 

Fo,:·or "urside 
;,nd ask rbcir opinion 

,-;:·tlc~;;rnan~ f~_)lJU\\:'-~J by 
foil<'' !n tile o,hc:· \VOu!d 

the ~nonsoc Their 
c· bv,·:u it 

2."\ tha: \Hndd haW' dwn beell part 

·in the book 
the data 

24 rhat ervd ro tbc executive committee, 
d1al \nd 

I 
~~') 

1 Bartl: 
:'~. r:har: n the 
--~ ' 1 
~"" canPJu.·c\ 

:Sot 
~ ~ncn 
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6 it 

B 1 anle;:t 

16 TI-fi 
17 wor' 

24 ~me: 

BartkP 

candidate 

tn1c:i,11( 

i • !)(.:. 

359. I The oc-o;ttl\T fecchack gtn:n Ruggieri about;; dozen rime; 
sa\~srr1c·n \vould also give icvdh:;ck !kbn. 

r---r-m_u_'_, r.~:t:~~ :!~~~~~~-- __ 
6 Can \1 St:>rt 

7 arnont•. ''he rked for you whrct 
8 the 
9 maki11 
10 pos• 
11 TrU . N l was 
12 clialogue. So ·v;: ::m:uuragcu open dialogue 
13 about who wa,; anct wi1o wasn't 
14 and \\';ls ncr 
15 just t' 
16 tin' y, JU ::;aw 
17 give feedback 
18 as w,iJ. 

20 from rhe 

something 
they would 

l),,Lln or other 

l.n JUSt 

bm from the diYision 
21 in total. 'T'he c>rnc from multiple 
22 sourc:_·s ;tbou' ' whether it was Chip 
23 Short, wno w:L team. or other 
24 folk~ in the l)iqs!o,, \\·ould calK positively 
25 abour ;:_~,·cg. 

Bartlett Tr. 119'7:6~'.5. 

360. I Beau V ollc\, a senior ·sman, had a \'cTY favo:·ahk 

5 TIIF \\TI'NFS:': lbm Volley, you 
6 sa,;v hm1 there, \Vhu a senior salesman, 
7 would lL\\'C had !~\n>rablc impression 
8 Greg Bolan. 
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Bartlett Tr. 1198:5-S. 
----~-~--·-~--·-~----------

361. I F<'or son1conc like \' ( to conK to him and praise 

9Tf-I! 
10 so1r1c< nH: 1ike l)eau t:o come 

or would that 11 up vott aud nraisc 
. ' 

12 be unusual or 
13 Tf-F:. \'<;ri'i'iESS: That would be typical. 

Bartlet r .• r. i 1 06:9- .) 

362.1 Short \\-1\.:k\},.-il\.~ pc;.:;invc f(·ccJback ~-tbuut Bolan. 

4 Q. Nv.v .. 
5 \.VaSt 

6 
7 
8 
9Q. y 
1C. \. 
ll rec,n 

\\hat seni()r tc:ders \vcrc relevant to 

,·,,; I 

\\.ickwut Tc. ill L\'J :+ 1. 
f----t--

363. I \X ickw,;·;_ 

., \tr. 
but during 

· banktt :1s that 
13 sim,L.r fct·dbad.; \\'cmlcl mw from both Ivfr. 
1+ Bat i'dr. ::round poo:itive 
15 iecjh; ck LL. 

\X:ickw; ~ J<r:-:; ! .5: 

4(! ck •m 
fecc 1hack m particular 

() ,h:l \ 
7 \ .. ·en r .:·~:d lnck 

and Mr. 
for i'v1r. 

. \\ ick\\ 

"·r L::> 

-·~ - - ---~ ----··---·-··-



364.1 Bolan 

9Q. 
10 grc:\' 

11 
12 

cVf'l.TOllC hac] 
isn't rh;H 

13 r' · l'' r:son who 
14 him 
15 
16 

\Vickw, 

365. I Bartler· 

2Q. 
3 hold 
4 And 
5 oath 
6 said 

8 ]() ~'"''';, c~t·'' 

9 A Y 

Wicky,·irc 

\h. Bro\vn awJ Jt:Jf 

366. I On the tlutmutuon \vhen 

16 a~ram ,_·) 

17inrn 
18 depx: 

25i\. Yes. 

367. I Bolan wa:o a -t-rarcd 

23 I would rdl wn. 
24 was " -t-rarcJ 
25 a 5, as he \':as 
1 \V'ICI<:\\1RE 
2 Q. By end 21) 

3 A. ConTCL 

ir vcrur testirrcc'n . . 
erring to i\ir. 

Ruggien;' 

12(: 

Tdbii.k \\ llJ..::'-\/ire was 

:1at1( 1'( 
-~-·'· "~-~~·-·-

)j 0. 



\\/icl.;:\\~[re Tr 157(>:2.3~1577:3. 
f----+--- --------------------------

368. 

3 :\. 5 pcrcc:n. 

\\iickwire Tr. i 51 9:.?.5- i 520:3. 
-------------------

369. I Bolan 

4Q. 
5 in the 
G \. y 

\\'ich ir. 1525 1 "7 

He was ranked number 3. 

:ow 

f---+-- ---------------- ----·------~------------------------------------.- -----------------
370. I Bolan ,,·o;dd h;p·e 

re,~·~lvc 

1 (1 '1. 
:; -'- (' Jinob..::<-i to 

rr: I li rt::ct or 

2() it W<)ttld La\'e i(J be a 'i- a 5. Bm a uircctor 
21 pro:I1i>6co, uclt like VP nromotion. there's a 

,_;,;IT>c success., 

assm·-xl \O' make it to 
25 din_ 

\\'ickWJ:c T: 54~i 1 ') ._2;;,_ 

7 'I HI :C l( 

9 
1 n 1f \ of 1 

ll dif,-c,.,:J•cc would ir ·mack to the director 
12 non lii ,,, tin!' 

13 1lU1TlllC1' ~i t 
1 .I · r· r 
L -c I 

15 !Htl< 

\\"I_!.,>-.: l 

1( !If ( (- { 
1; ;lt' 
_!_ fs rr 
!_ 9 Drt 

111a: 

't'{;.·---. S! dl h:nn~ 

\'rich 51(): ') 
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